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Abstract

The Training Program for Urban School Research and Evaluation Personnel

was a highly selective program for preparing partially-trained students for

research work in urban education. The University of Chicago held a proposal

competition for students in the Department of Education and related depart-

ments. From among those submitting research proposals, seven were selected

for participation in the program. The program brought together these seven

students with those of our faculty most intimately involved with research

on urban education. Each of the students conducted in independent empirical

investigation into an important urban education* question. Thus, through

the work of the students, the research expertise of numerous faculty members

was joined with the'speciall expertise of those faculty members with an

understanding of urban problems. The result, we think, is a useful model

for preparing students specifically for research in urban areas. Communi-

cation among the seven students and the five urban-oriented professors was

promoted through a joint seminar. The students were sensitized to the

problems of conducting educational research in urban areas. At all stages

in the progress of the individual investigations problems were shared and

guidance offered. The students were exposed to a wider rangeof research

methodologies and problem areas than would normally be the case.
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Introduction

The Training Program for Urban School Research and Evaluation Personnel

was a highly selective program for preparing partially-trained students for

research work in urban education. The University of Chicago held a proposal

competition for students in the Department of. Education and related depart-

ments. From among those submitting research proposals, seven were selected

for participation in the program. The program brought together these seven

students with those of our faculty most intimately involved with research

on urban education. Each of the students conducted in independent empirical

investigation into an important urban education question. Thus, through

the work of the students, the research expertise of numerous faculty members

was joined with the .special expertise of those faculty members with an

understanding of urban problemS. The result, we think, is a useful model

for preparing students specifically for research in urban areas. Communi-

cation among the seven students and the.five urban-oriented professors was

promoted through a joint seminar. The students were sensitized to the

problems of conducting educational research in urban areas. At all stages

in the progress of the individual investigations problems were shared and

guidance offered. The students were exposed to a wider range of research

methodologies and problem areas than would normally be the case.



Model, Methodology and Products

The Training Program for Urban School Research and Evaluation

Personnel committed us to the training of cosmopolitans in the problems

of urban research. As such it is different from programs which seek to

identify local personnel who have demonstrated leadership in a.given com-

munity and to then give these people research and/or intervention skills.

Our program is designed to prepare individuals without particular local

connections for the task of urban research in general. It is attempting

to identify a set of skills and conceptual and analytical tools which are

applicable in a variety of urban settings and give our trainees the capacity

to bring those skills into play as they work in particular settings.

The complexities of the urban environment and its institutions require

a variety of research designs and skills. The variables affecting the

urban scene are difficult to measure by a single research technique. The

program maintains that rigid adherence to any standard set of research

procedures is inappropriate .in the search for knowledge and information

which can assist in devising solutions to the problems of urban education.

The program has focused on identifying common components in urban

research without restricting the kinds of problems students choose to

work on. It incorporates experiences in working with various research

paradigms. The training process insures that students are involved in:

1. Action Research - the researcheri "close to or on the
scene of the action."

2. Problem Identification in urban settings and research designs
appropriate to the question under investigation and to the
situation.

3. Individual Selection of the urban site for the field-based
investigation and data collection.



4. Interaction with persons involved in the system and employed
by the urban school system.

5.. Individual negotiation by non-locals with school personnel for
approval to conduct the research.

6.. Feedback by the researcher to the school system with attention
to policy implications.

7. Reporting to the academic community.

There are seven different research activities'being pursued by

our Urban School Research Fellows. Each project is unique, yet each project

can be approached with a set of universals which clarify the research design

and procedures for each project. The faculty seminars which are structured

to address these problems use the resources of the University of Chicago

and the City of Chicago to search out and bring to bear expertise on the

issue under discussion. Researchers working in the field with large urban

school systems are going to be faced with the problems of entry, the .

negotiation of institutional relationships, the sharing and reporting of

research findings without alienating the school and/or the academic com-

munity. These issues and other similar. ones arc addressed in the seminars.

All students have a supervised practicum experience where they share

experiences and insights with faculty members and other studentg in the

group. Each student submits a. report of activities to the director of

the program.

There are three products which have come out of the program: a

research product, a model development product, and "people" product.

The seven individual research reports represent the research outcomes

and contributions to knowledge of the program. The organization of the

program as described above represents the model development outcome.

The trained urban school researchers are the "people" output of the

experiment.
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The Urban School Research Seminar

me organizational focus for the program was the faculty/student

seminar which met regularly during the academic year. The following

faculty members were regular participants in the seminar:

Professor Edgar Epr, Marshall Field IV
Professor of Urban Education

Professor Henrietta Schwartz, Director
of the Ford Training and Placement
Program (a training program for
urban school personnel)

Professor Herbert Thelen, Educational
Psychologist and Specialist in Group
Dynamics

Professor Ian Westbury, Specialist in
Curriculum

Professor Arthur E. Wise, Associate Dean
and Specialist in Problems of Equal
Educational Opportunity

In addition to participating in the seminar, these faculty members

assisted the students in the conduct of their individual research

projects. (Students were assisted in the conduct of their projects

by as many as twenty other faculty members.)

The seminar focused on the range of problems connected with the

conduct or research in the urban school context. Sessions focused on

such problem areas as:

Equal Educational Opportunity.

School Finance

The Testing of Minorities

School Law

The Impact of Research on Practice

The Funding of. Research



Social Policy and Education

Operations Analysis in the Chicago
Public Schools

Problems of Entry to Urban SChools

The Rights of Human Subjects

The Distinctive Problems of Urban School Research

The concluding sessions of the seminar were devoted to a reporting and

critique of the participants' individual research projects. Through

the medium of the seminar the students developed an overall sense of

the problems involved in conducting edUcational research in the urban:

setting. Through sharing.experiences and insights the development of

individual skills and, understandings was enhanced.



Reflections on Training Model Development

The Urban Research Training Program was a new kind of project for

the Department and Graduate School of Education of the University of

Chicago. it was a small-scale model-development project that focused

on the creation of an open-ended but hopefully generalizeable model for

. a training experience that will give students in all of the specialized .

areas of educational research skills that are of fundamental importance.

We have developed a program that combines student-unique experience with

a common core. For purposes of development and evaluation of the core we

are treating each experience of the program's students as an independent

replication against which we can test the utility and worth of the

common activities. The purpose of the program is the invention of a

program format that can bt used to operationalize what are for us some

important concerns about one aspect of educational research.

The thinking we have done about the nature and format of this work

with the Urban Research Training Program has stimulated us to do some

more general thinking about the nature and organization of the task. of

model development of this kind. The University's Previous experience

with invention of other training models has been mixed: our TTT Program,

in many ways analogous to the concerns of the Urban Research Program,

was, we believe,. much less than successful; our experience with similar-

HEW-supported development in the University's School of Social Service

Administration had led us to judge that work similarly unsuccessful.

Perhaps our only succesti,iith explicitmodeldevelopment has been with

the Ford, Foundation- supported Ford Training and Placement Program. The

question we have been trying to face as we have thought about what we



should be doing with the Urban School Research Program has been "Why.

has the University's (as far as we know it) batting average with model-

development projects been so clearly less than satisfactory?"

As we have approached this question we have tried to make a number

of distinctions. First, we have distinguished model - development projects

from.training progrnMs in which an explicit model has been implemented

for the education of students, the primary outcome of training projects

being people rather than models. This distinction is, of course, murky,

but it does reflect,we believe, a difference in stance on the part of

a given project. Second, we distinguish between model-invention projects

in which the project's task is to develop a relicable, transportable and

explicit training model from model installation projects in which a

program's task is to pick up a model developed elsewhere and install it

in a new context. Third, we distinguish model-development projects,

in which the task of the developers is to work up a program using a

comparatively clear-cut intellectual structure (e.g., behavior modifica-

tion conceptions in pre-service teacher training), from development that

attempts to respond to global goals and needs of one kind or another.

(e.g., training in early childhood education, training for school based

change agents). In the.latter, the first task is to find a format for

talking about the task (e.g., is an intensive experience in developmental

psychology the best way tosee the needs of prospective specialists in

early childhood?) and the second task is to operationalize the implications

of format decisions.

Given these distinctions, we have found ourselves able to categorize

our less than successful experiences. The TTT Program and the programs



we evaluated in our SchOol of Sotinl Servict: Anistration (the less-

than-successful projects) were clearly goal-focused projects in Which

unsatisfactory initial decisions were made about the format in which

the pr'ogram goals might he carried out. The Ford Program was a goal-

focused program in which seemingly workable format decisions were made

prior to the program's operation--although considerable adjustment was

required as the program sought to operationalize fully its format in the

initial years of the project.

If the conclusions of this analysis have any merit, interesting

interactions arise as one thinks about the relationships between external

funding of model-invention projects And the history of these projects

The operational problems the Ford program experienced in its initial

years required its management to change the target population of the

project and' we attribute much of the project's later success -to the

wisdom of that decision. The flexible funding offered the program by

the Foundation and the University's commitment to a successful develop-

ment made the decision-making required for this shift both possible and

inevitable. The constraints in the contracts governing our administration

of both the TTT Program and the SSA Program inhibited this kind o.f local

decision-making and, in practice, became a disincentive to local evaluation.

Inevitably our interest was in preserving our funding and neither O1 nor

HEW had. the capability for undertaking the in-depth examination of the

projects that.would be required for searching evaluation. We see no evil

here, simply an inevitable fact of organizational life.

However, these facts of organizational life do tecome important as

one wishes to generalize this kind of experience and to develop project



management structures at both the Federal and the local levels that offer

the possibility of maximizing success in the difficult area of model

development and invention. Success in such work cannot be guaranteed;

success requires local evaluation and management and the funding structure

for such projects must encourage such evaluation not discourage it. We

would argue that it is important that both universities and NIE work

together on developing management structures that offer clear incentives

for what we see as the necessary local evaluation and consequent respon-

sible decision-making. We believe that HEW's consolidated funding.

package to the University's School of Social. Service Administration offers

a proto-type for this kind of structure.

In 1972, HEW consolidated. its previOUs categorical grants to SSA

with the expectation that SSA would move to undertake curriculum model

development, first by way of discrete projects, and then by way of an

attempt to incorporate such discrete projects into its overall curriculum.

The School was seen as being willing to undertake this model development

on a large scale and, havingthe resources could do it competently.

Managerially, the School undertook to monitor the effectiveness of its own

work'and deploy its resources towards projects with the greatest promise.

At the end of the grant period a range of viable models would be available.

It did not claim to predict at the beginning.of the grant. period the

particular models that it might have. The structure of the grant and the

clear expectation for delivery thatthe administration of the School

assumed provides, we believe,..the incentives for internalmanagement that

categorical grants do not. (There are, of course, procedural advantages

in this granting model which HEW also wished toexplore.)
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From HEW's point of view, SSA is participating in a large-scale

experiment in the procurement of viable program models. We would suggest

that a prima facie case exists for NIE exploration of a, similar model as

part of the next round of training grants. Our conception would be as

follows: NIE requests institutions to submit developmental packages

containing three or four discrete projects, each targeted on a difficult

and challenging problem. The most interesting proposals are awarded a

block grant; the expectation is that the institution will deliver well

on at least one of these projects. The further expectation is that the
.

institution itself will be primarily responsible for monitoring.the

effectiveness of its own development work within the broad parameters of

the application. Critically, we believe there should be few strings

imposed on the institution as far as clienteles, specific relationships

with local agencies, etc. Such constraints frequently function as devices

which institutions can use as ways of excusing (often justifiably) poor

performance on their part. The thrust of the management structure we are

suggesting here should be to maximize the incentive on institutions to

undertake their own evaluation and decision-making leaving.NIE with the

responsibility only for evaluation of the quality and significance of

the final product (s). Such a structure would haVe, as a by-product,

fewer accounting and managerial problems.



individual Research Reports

On the succeeding pages are the individual research reports of

the participants in the Urban School Research and Evaluation Program.

The participants and their projects are:

(1) Robin Boger, "School Productivity and the Classroom
Environment."

(2) Robert M. Buchmeier, "A Study of the Attitudes of Black Parents
toward a.Girls Catholic High School with a White Middle-
Class Faculty."

(3) l!alliam A. Firestone," "The Sources of Instability in Parent
Run Free Schools."

(4) Barry M. Hammond, "An Attempt to Match Symbolic and Concrete
Learning Modes to the Needs of Inner. City Learners of
Mathematics."

(5) Michael S. Holzman, "Education Programs and Local Politics:
A Case Study of Performance Contracting in Gary and
Hammond."

(6) Donald F. Soltz, "The Primary Teacher at Work: A Comparison
of Technologies Used in Reading and Arithmetic Instruction."

(7) Margaret B. Spencer, "An Exploratory Study of: Role Taking
Ability and Self Concept Development as Hypothesized.
Components of Social Competence, and the Role of Racial
Attitudes for Self Concept Development in Black
Preschool Aged Children:"
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School Productivity and the Classroom Environment .

Two questions are being raised in this study of school pro-

ductivity. The first is posed at the level of the individual

student and asks, "In what way and to what extent do selected school

and individual characteristics change students, thereby producing

educational achievement?" The second takes the classroom as the

unit of analysis and investigates the degree to which school

policy decisions affect group educational output. It seeks to

explain the variance of classroom means, or proportions of pupils

above designated high achieveMent levels or proportions below

designated achievement levels. In both instances, race and sex

at the individual level and a clasroom level measure of community

affluence will be treated as design variables in observing the

interaction between sets of variables.

These two approaches can be diagrammaticall represented as

follows:

DEPENDENT
VARIABLES

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

Individual Traits

Individual
Scores

Distributional
Summary
Achievement &
Attitudinal

. Variables

Classroom Traits*

aii = f(Zi,Bi,Ti,Si10j)

zii = f(aiBiTj, S 7.j)

...,

.....-,

Al = g(i,Si)

Ao=h(ff.,Si)
etc .3

including components of individual student traits
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a. refer, to individual. student "i" in school "j" vector of
ld achievement scores

Zi is the vector of individual student attitudinal variables

B. .is the vector of individual student background characteristics

T, is the vector of classroom teacher characteristics

is the vector of school (including principal) variablesSj

Tj is the class room composition matrix, including all students
and their background, attitudinal and achievement variables.
(ideally, the individual's row would be taken out of matrix
for the analysis done at the individual level)

, A2 = school mean, other distributional summary variables

Before the analysis could be implemented at either the

individua1 or the classroom aggregate level, however, it was

necessary to do a great deal of preliminary work with the data.

The review of how the research has proceeded to date will begin

with a brief comment on the nature of the data and continue with

a discussion of the following; (1.) Creation of student composite

variables, (2) Creation of teacher composite variables, (3) Develop-

ment of school composite variables and (4) Results of preliminary

investigation.

Data - Source and Content:

The data for, this research have been provided through the

courtesy of the National Opinion Research Center. The survey

at my disposal was undertaken during the school year 1971-72 and

consists of 361 grammar schools. (totaling 21,600 fifth grade stu-

dents, 5800 teachers and 361 principals) . One half of the grammar

schools were receiving funds under the Emergency School Assistance

Program at this time,. while the remaining schools (which composed



a matching control group) had not received any Federal money under

11
this plan. For each school, information was gathered at the pupil

level, the teacher level (an average of ten teachers per-school
.

completed questionnaires) and from the principal. The district

level director of the Emergency School Assistance Program was

interviewed whenever a school in his district was included in

the sample. Similarly, "leading citizens" of the community in

which the school was located were given telephone interviews, and

an observor was sent to each school to record his impressions on

an 11observor's questionnaire". Since there were over 500 pieces

of information obtained for each school, the first step in the re-

search process was to reduce the mass of data into a more manageable

number of variables.

Student Composite Variables:

A sample of approximately 500 students was randomly selected

from each of four sex-race groups, i.e. black males, white males,

black females and white females. Margin. totals were tallied

on the distribution of all student questions that related to

either attitudes or farmily background. Factor analysis pro-

grams were run separately within each of the four sex/race groups

to observe if there were differences in 'the clustering patterns of
.

attitudinal, and background variables, and only those clusters that

appeared in at least 3 of the 4 groups were selected. Three sets

of factors were then. constfueted. In the firsi set, only those

variables that appeared in 3 of the 4 sex-race groups for a Dar-

ticular cluster were included, and they were given a factor loading
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that was the average of loadings for that variable across the

composite groups'. This set of factors, .(average variable/average

loading) is the most commonly used set

be di'sanised in greater depth than .the

The second set of factors is also

of factors so far and will

other two sets.

composed of average variables

but the loading of the variables is that weight specific to its

appearance in a particular sex/race group, (average variable/

specific loading). In the third set of factors, both variables

and loadings are specific to a sex/race group. What is lost in

the way of cross - group. comparison by.these"specific variable/

specific loading"factors will hopefully becompensated for in the

way of a more precisely measured factor within sex/race groups.

Seven composite student variables were created in this manner.

To begin the discussion,'the results of the Marginals run (which

compared distributions of responses by sex-race groups) will be

presented for each variable in the context of the factor in which

they are to be found.

The first attitudinal factor has been entitled: "Insecurity

in the Student Role". It is constructed as follows:

INSECURE = TLKYOU + .35 HUFUN - .47 HATESCHL + .711 LKTEACH

+ .54 RULEFAIR - .43 ANGRY

TLKYOU = 5 of students who
think their teacher likes

them;

WHTFE1,11, 8P%
BLKFENL = E-14
BaMATE =
WETMALE = 785

HUFUN = % students who thought
some of previous weeks home-
work was fun;

WHTFEML - 59
BLKFEML = 56%
BTKMALE = 49%
WHTMALE = 42%



HATESCHL = % of students
who usually hate school;

LKTEACH = % of students
who like their teacher;

WHTMALE = 56% WHTFEML = 90%
BLKMALE = 47.5% BLKFEML = 82%
B1KFEML = 37% BLKMALE ,.. 80%
WgTFEML = 33% WHTMALE = 77.5%

RULEFAIR = % of students
who think most rules in
classroom are fair;

ANGRY = % who get really
angry when teacher makes them
do things they don't want to;

WHTFEML = 81%
WHTMALE =.67%
.BIK?EML =
BLKMALE = 60%.

BLKMALE = 69%
WHTMALE =.63%
BLKFEML = 6o%
WHTFEML = 47%

In all the questions, a positive response was coded '1' and

a negative responses was coded '2', Therefore, the composite

variable reads as follows; "My teacher doesn't like me and my

homework isn't fun and I hate school, etc." It can readily be

seen that the white females were, as a group, most favorable in

their feelings toward schooling while in 2/3 of the cases the

white males were least favorable-, and in the remaining 1/3 of

the questions the black males were least favorable. This finding

supports the position that it is necessary to categorize by sex as

well as by race groups in untangaing the interaction problems.

A second important attitudinal variable was entitled; "Lack

of Selfteem". It was created as follows:

ESTEEM = .58 S COMPARE + .52 PARSAT .34 READHARD - .33 MATHHARD

- .27 SPHELP - .13 TESTFEAR DOASELL - .28 BTROFF

.25.TESTMERV + ,30 PLANSWRK +.43 COLLEGE

The marginal distributions of the variables-in ESTEEM are given

II In Appendix 1.



Two composite variables pertain to student background charac-

teristics. The .first, BKGRND, may be seen as comprising .a scale

of "educationally related home atmosphere" measures and reads;

BKGRND =' .43 KINDGTN + .54 PARVISIT + .44 NEWSREG-.+.67 COLLEGE

The second, STABILTY, contains questions that relate to the

stability of the students home life:

STABILTY = .51 BICYCLE + .56 LIVEPAR + .68 OWNHONE

The marginals for the variables in both of these composite'

items are given in Appendix 2.

Composite variables 5 and 6 relate to racial issues and the

students perception of hOw race- related questions are viewed

'by peers and, authority figUres. Favorability Towards Blacknes rr

must be interpreted. with care because the meaning of this item

may well vary with the race of its respondent. Whereas for blacks,

BLACKNES may reflect ethnic pride, for whites it most likely in-

diCates a belief in equal rights and support of civil liberties.

The components of this variable are;

BLACKNES = .59 SCHLPICK + .58 FRIENDS + .52 MOREFRND +.41 BTROUB

+ .58 RACESMRT

ROLEMOD on the other hand, is clearly. understood combining

student perceptions of parental, teacher and principal 'views on

integration.

ROLEMOD = .63 PART EEL. + .80 TLKINT-6,76 PLKINT

The distribution of responses, by race/sex group, for the

variables that compose BLACKNES and .ROLEMOD are presented in

101.. Appendix 3.



The last student composite variable is called PEERS because

it records the Student,Is reactions to the social interaction

patterns of his classroom and his school. More precisely', the

questions upon which this. measure is built ask; "Do. the white.

(black) students cause trouble in your classroom?" "Have you

seen any teachers being 'unfair to white (black) students in your

school?" The loadings are as follows:

PEERS = .66 UNFAIRWH + .60 BTROUB -F. .66 WTBOUB + .49 UNFAIRDI,

The margin totals for PEERS can be found in Appendix 4.

The structure of each factor discussed above, brel:en down

by composite.sex/race groups, is presented in Appendix 5..

The question, "Doe S your family use.foodstamps to bu food?"

was not incorporated into any composite. Variable but is included

separately in the analysis. This is because FOODSTAK was felt to

be a difficult Variable to interpret. The reasons why a family

might be on foodstamps are many; some may be coterminous with

other indicators of poverty - others may be purely accidiltal.

It is interesting to note that the cross tabulation of several

composite variables with FOODSTAM did not reveal any sigr:ificant

relationships. (Appendix- 6)

Teacher Composite Variables:

The three sets of elementary teacher factors were. constructed

in the same manner as the three sets of student factors. Again,

teachers were divided into four sex/race groups,mrginals were run'

on all relevant questions for each group separately and a factor.

410
analysis was done within each group. Five separate factors were



identified for fifth grade teachers. The first, INNOVAT, consists.

of a series of 24 pro ,rams that a school might include in its

.curriculum. Teachers were asked to evaluate the importance of

each program. A list of the innovations, and the distribution of

responses by sex/race group - as well as the consequent factor

INNOVAT - are presented in Appendix 7.

The second factor, ROLESATT, measures the degree to which

teachers are satisfied in their ability to perform their teaching

duties. It is composed of 7 questions; 6 refer specifically to the

classroom situation and the last asks the teachers to evaluate the

potential of their white students. The distribution of responses

to those questions are as follows:

ROIESATT = .47 NOTRY .43 RANGE + .9 SHARET + 68. APPRECT

.66 TENSE .63 POTENW

NOTRI = 5 who say many of
their students won't try
to learn;

RANGE = % who say the range
in student ability is so great
its hard to keep them all .

interested and learning;

.

WHTFEKL = (6715 WHTFEML = 64%
WHTMALE =_63%

2.215 BIKFEML - 52%
131=1I = 12% BLKMALE = 49%

SHARET = who feel they
have no one to shre.
responsibilities with;

APPRECT = % who feel as if
no one appreciates their
work;

.1;.11-17FRML = 79% WHTFEML = 26%
WHTiv.rdiE = 725 BLKMAIE = 19%
BLKFEML 50%. WHTMALE = 18%
BIKMALE = 470 BLKFEML = 17%



TENSE = % who feel that the
atmosphere is tense in their
school;

.W.HTFEML =.38%
WIEMALE = 30%
BLITEML = 12%
BLU:ALE . 9%.

POTENW = % who feel almost
all of their white students
have the potential to attend
the largest state university;

WHTNALE = 20%
BLKFENL'. 13%
BIKMATE = 12%
WHTFEML = 11%

The fact that the white female teachers express the

greatest amount of dissatisfaction with their teaching situa-

tion increases in importance when one considers the extent to

which the teaching force is composed of white females. In the

total survey popul.ation of 5569. 5th grade teachers, 2992are white

females, 824 are white males, 1384 are black females and 369 are

black males. An important question then becomes, "What are the

consequences of extensive role dissatisfaction among white female

teachers in terms of pupil achievement or attitudinal development?

This point merits further consideration. (The factor ROLESATT is

presented in Appendix 8)

The next two variables, CLASSRM' and TIMECLS deal more pre-

cisely with the structure of the classroom. Both the components

of these variables and their factor loadings are presented in

Appendix 9.

Finally, the last composite teacher variable is concerned

with the teacher's perception of the, civil rights movement in

general, and his/her attitudes towards blacks in particular.

This item is called RACEATTT, and its specifics are discussed in

Appendix 10.

1?
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-SCHOOL LEVEL COMPOSITF. VARIABIES:

In order to creat: ,1-1e% school level composite variables, a

105 sample of schools wbs drawn, at random, from the total school

population of 765 schools. Again, a tally of marginals was run

and a factor analysis made. Unfortunately, the factors created

at the school level are not as precise as those composed at either

the individual student or teacher level. Only three such variables

were formed using the factor loadings. FERSONEL is most likely a

proxy for school size, since it is a composite of the total number

of teachers, administrators aid staff in a school.

FERSONEL = .69 PRSNFULL + .75 PRSNFULE + .46 TOTALTCH + .31 TBLACK

+ .35 TWHITE .88 T0TALADM + .85 TOTALSTAF

(It may be possible to divide FERSOEL by the total number of

students in the school, getting a perL,:nel-per-pupil. .ratio.)

The second school level weighed factor is the principal's

assessment of the pacent of good, average and poor black teachers

in his school:

TBLACK = .64 TBLKGOOD + .94 TBLKAVE + 95 TBLKPOOR

The third, similarly, is the principa3ls estimate of the

proportion of good, average and poor white teachers in his school;

WHITE = -.96 TWHITEGOOD + .85 .I t, .25 TWHTPOOR

Other variables that were created at the school level include;

ROEMERY (whether ? locker, a student.._ or the school had been robbed

in the past year), FIGHT (extent cf school fighting in the past year),

RACEATTP (duplicates the teachers race attitude questions),

SOHLP:003 (number of programs available to 5th graders) and FUNDS
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(whether money was spent on particular items over the past two

/ _years). These variables are explained in greater detail in

Appendix 11.

RESULTS OF PRELICINARY INVESTIGATIOS:

Two sets of regression equations have been run on this data

so far. The first, utilizing only the random sample of 2000 stu-

dents,. was done to test the following null hypotheses;

A. There.is no increase in the amount of variance explained

(in the dependent variable) when factors of increasing sex-race

group specificity are used as indepc. Identvariables. This hypo-
' 'N

thesis was confirmed.

B. There is no difference in; (1) the amount of variance

explained by the favera4:»e variable/average value' composite

variables and (2) the patterns of multicollinearity within the

regression equations - when the analysis is done separately within

the four sex/race groups. These hypotheSes-were not confirmed,

and suggest the importance of contin ;ng to do the analysis within

sex/race groups at the individual level. The details of these

regressions are presented in Appendix 12.

The second series of regressions were performed on the 10%

'Sample-of-Schools' tape and include information on classroom

teach school principals and school programs as well as the

previously discussed student variables. Because of severe time

constraints, this analysis has not yet been done within sex/race

groups. This is not a serious limitation, however, because the

primary purpose of these runs was to test the following null

hypothesis;
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C. There will be no difference in; (1) the amount.of

variance explained by the 'average variable/average value'

composite variables and (2) the patterns of multicollinearity within

the regrec.Ision equations - when the analysis is clone separately

within three groups of schools, stratified by a composite variable

of student affluence. This null hypothesis was also rejected,

suggesting the importance of interaction effects within schools

where distinctions between student bodies can be drawn on the basis

of aggregate family wealth. The specifics _or these regressions

are given in Appendix 13.

FURTHER AMLYSIS :

(1) ProgramminE,,

At this point in the analysis it is critical to decide;

(a) whether to continua utilizing the 10 Sample-of-Schools tape

(which includes both rural and urban schools) with the intention of

developing a model to test on the entire E.S.A.P. population, or

(b) whether to redraw the school sample now and refrain from

using the entire population at some later time.

Several enter in to this decision;

First, there is the necessity to restructure the existing

SPSS system 'file in order to do the analysis within sex/race groups.
The most efficient way to restructure my existing system file for
this purpose would involve at least ten passes through the data.
This :Includes;
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a. Doing a select-if run on the variables race andsex. Four

passes through the data would be needed to create 4 race-sex BCD

file croups. The 4 BCD files would then be cancatonated into one

SPSS system file with a 4 subfile structure.

b. Once in this form, the second and third set of composite

student bles (Average variable/specific value) and (specific

variable/specific value) could be created. Then another pass through

the 6ata would be necessary to put the schools in ascending order

into order to use SFSS AGGREGATE.

c. In the 'first pass through the data, AGGREGATE would give

me the mean and standard deviation, for each of the variables that

were aggregated to the classroom level.. Then a second pass through

the data would be required to obtain the % above and % below

group variables. Both Aggregate runs require an ADD VARIABLES

run to integrate the newly aggregated information (which comes

out in BCD form) back into the SPSS system file.

This entire process would have to be repeated at some later

date for the complete scheol.tape.

A second option involves redrawing the sample in such a way

as to minimize the total number of passes required.

a. To begin, I would draw a samp16 of only urban schools.

The only variables on that tape would be school I.D. and student

background. Using the formula explained in Appendix 13, the

schools would be ranked on'an aggregate student affluence index.

In one pass through the data, the schools would be ranked and the

marginals printed out in such a manner as'. to permit selection of



the 100 schools with the highest level of student affluence, the

100 schools around the mean, and the 100 schools with the lowest

level of student affluence. A second pass through the abbreviated

tape would produce the I.D. numbers of the selected schools. A

BCD tape, consisting of three school files; would be made and four

passes through the three files would permit the formulation' of

the four sex/race groups. The 12 BCD files would be cancatonated

into an SPSS system file with 12 subfiles and 3 sets of composite

student variables.. The Aggregate run would proceed as above.

Once the sample was drawn, no future file would need be created,

and the 12 subfiles could be combined in any desired manner.

In my opinion it would be most efficient to draw a new sample

of schools in the format described above and proceed using the

variables discussed in this paper. My first run on the new SPSS

system file would be a marginals within school-wealth groups.

Then the system file would be output into BCD and I would begin

regression analysis using ESP. Types of models to be explored

would include two stage least'squares and possibly three stage

least squares.

e.
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D1!;SCRIPTIOli OF THE PROBLELI

The Situation of Aouinas

Aouinas School is a girls Catholic school run

by the :Dominican Sisters for the 'people of the south side

of the city of Chicago. The student' population of 650 is

approximately 90, Black and 77;i; Catholic and is served by .

a faculty ofo 43, of whom are religious sisters' and of

the remaining '13, 5 are Black. The tuition is presently.

$450 per year. The school presently serves a diverse pop-

illation with 100 of the students from high SES (socio-econ-.

omic status) familles.
1 If the tuition were raised this

population mix would definitely change, turning Aouinas

into a much more economically exclusive school.

.The immediate neighborhood of Aouinas has shifted

from a White to Black residential area it the last 10

years. As the neighborhood went through transition, the

racial character of Aquinas' student population also

changed. Approximately 3-4 years ago the.racial majority

1After income was adjusted for a ten percent in-
crease the classification system used to determine SE'S
was Blanch R. Powell's-study A t.i tude: l Class
Ne.c7roesTcward Sel-larati.sm in le.7ro-%ihite Relations,

.ERI.0 if 047 067 pp. 30-39.
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. in the nei,F:hborhood beca:le Black and since that time. a verY

rapid shift has taken nlace in the racial nature of.the

student body.

Even though Acuinas has until now successfully

dealt with the chancr,ing racial character of the school it

should be considered a school in transition. There is

little sunport from either research or the contemporary

scene for making the assumption that a school with a pre-

dominantly White faculty and a Black student body can be

a stable institution. Acuinas' ability to hire. Black

teachers .however is very limited. The feasibility of run-

. nine a school on $450 ?per student income is dependent on..

a very low pay scale for the faculty and the contributed

services of the Nu s.1 During the 1972-71 school year

contributed services amounted to ;127,000. This is ecui-

valent to a donation of approximately .;4200 for each Nun

on the faculty. In addition, this n27,000 resultS by

sa;a:cieo of lay teachers at the schoOl

which are three to four thousand dollars lower than in

public schools. Vor financial reasons then, Aquinas can-

not depend on hiring a significant cumber of Black

1Contribted services are determined by calculating
the difference betv:een-the actual salary and the equivalent
salary for a lay teacher at the same school.
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Expectations Prom Previous Studies

Studies from four categories are helpful in. deter

mining the exact nature of the difficulties that Aouinas

is facing with reSpect to the attitude of its parents:

1)those indicating what parents expect from schools and

teachers; 2) those indicating tensions that exist between

Black parents and White teachers; 3)thosB indicating the

difficulties between teachers and low SES parents; 4)those.

dealing the .special .situation of the urban Catholic

schools.

1) What Parents Expect from Schools and Teachers

A study by George Gallup in 1969, indicates that

parents are primarily.concerned with the poor discipline .

.

of the public-schools.
1

The study also indicated that

concern with discipline increases with the factorS of

large cities, slack parents, and low income families. In

addition the parents with students in parochial schools

were the most critical of the disciplineof the public

schools,c- A study by. Jeffrey. Raffel indicates that Black

parents want teachers that are concerned with feelings,

emotions, and differences amon f,. students; teachers that are

helpful and praising of their students; and teachers that

1 George Gallup, How the Nation Views the Public
Schools (Princeton GalluTThternational, 1.:)69)

2
D. 1.3. Ibid.
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maintain. a sense of order and discipline.within the class-

room..
).

In 1969 .David Street studied the relatienshipbetween

race and education in the city of Chicago. He found that

the Blacks thouffht less of the zublic schools than the

Whites did and that this dissatisfaction increased as the

-

SLIS of the Blacl,: nonulation increasea.
2 The comnlaints.of

the Blacks were as follows:

Substantially higher numbers complain about
nOor and unqualified teaching, teachers who
don't care or understand the children, or
who don't teach enough; and some more tom-
nlain about overcrowdin..7 and class size.
'Significantly, only G complaih about the
lack of Whites in the schools, indicating
now little immediate salience integratio.n
how has at feat among this relatively-low-
income sample.'

2) Exnectations of Black Parents vs White Teachers

I could find no studies which dealt directly With

the attitudinal differences between Black narents and White

teachers. Those studies which did deal with theproblem

indirectly were done before 1965 and conseouently do not

take into account. he rise in Black consciousness which

has taken nlace.in the last seven years. A study by Havig-

hurst done in 1961 indicates that middle class narents,

both Black and White, withdrew their children from schools

1Jeff-ey Raffel,-"Resnonsiveness in Urban Schools:
a Study of School System Adantation to Parental Preferences
in an. Urban Environ:2,ent" ERIC Ed 063 569, p. 141.

2David Street, pace and Education. in the City: Y-IndinEs
on Chicar-o, Coivnity ant: Centqr, U. of Chica,:yo,
Report i,I.mber 5, January 1969,. pp. 16-17. iIbid., p. 19.
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if the status ratio reached a certain critical point.'

In addition herriott and St. John found 1966 that

parental involvement in their child's education is related
0

to social class even if the ratial factor iS'controlled..'"

These two studies seem to indicate that the erob].ems Ao.uinas

miht encounter in the future will have more to do with

social class than with race.

3) Expectations of Parents i),olated to SES

Indirect support for the indication given above, that

SES is a crucial factor independent of race, can be devel-

oped. by considering studies relating race, SES, and, student

.attitudes. Reiss and Rhodes in their study.founa that for

students of the asdhville area SES was of greater signifi-

cance than race.in.grouning those who desired. to.ouit school

and go to work.3 Stephenson's study .of 1000 ninth graders

verified these results4 and Blue :determined that in Detroit

in 1939.economic status was more closely related to juvenile-
delinquency than race.

'Robert -obert :::!wignurst, nEetropolitan Development and the
Education System" School Review 69, 1961, zro. 251-269. .

?Robert E, Herriott and Nancy Hoyt t. John, Social
Class and the Urban 'School, (NeW York: Wiley, 1966).

3Albert J. Reiss and A.L. Rhodes, "Are Educational
Norms..." Journal of N.frro Education XXVIII 1959,.up.2527267

A

Stephenson, "Llobility, Orientation and Stra-
tification of 1000 1.7ircIth Graders" American Socio1or7ical Review
XXII 1957, PP. 204-212.

5.John T. Blue "The Relationship of Juvenile'Delincluency,
Race, and Economic Status" Journal of Nerrro Education, XVII

1939,p:). 469-477. ; 4
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4) The Special Situation of Urba,n Catholic Schools

The influence of SES upon the school situation is

modified for urban parochial schools by a selectivity fac-

tor.related to home environment. Farquhar reported that in

their unpublished theses Dave and Wolf had developed six

imnortant factors relating. home environment and achievement

in 'school and three factors that related home environment

and intelligence.
1 Using the instrument developed by Dave.

and Levine investigated the relaVonshin between home

environment and the success of an urban parochial school.,

He concluded that the parochial school students had more

educationally, supportive home 'environments than the nearby

public school, even for the families of the same. inner-city

neighborhood StS was controlled.
2

The problem

Aquinas :ii `7h School is a Catholic girls school with

a White faculty that.serves the Black comMunity of Chicago's

sou.L;h side. .
There is no way to change the racial nature Of

the faculty without changing the financial .status of the school

to a Significant degree. The ouestion could be raised then

Robin h. zarquhar, "Home Influences on Achievement
and intellienee: An Essay Review" . Administrator's Note-.
book XIII January 1965.

2Daniel U. Levine; Iachowioz, 1:aren Oxman, Ahden
Taneman, "The Home EnIronment of Students in a Hic;hly
.Praised Inner City Parochial. Scho L and a Nearby Public
School" Center for the STudy of i,fetropolitan Problems in
Education, (Kansas City: University of Eissouri, 1970).
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as to ti hetler the school should continue to operate at cal.

To provide so:ne inci;,ht into the 'par .'meters of this question

this study intends to invectiGate the parents' attitude

toird Aquinas and will attemot to dray; somoconclusiens about

the present and future desires of the parents for the educa-

tional pror,rams that Acuinas uives. The study then will

attomot to answer the following three questions:

Do the parents perceive 11;7uinas as satisfying their
educational needs.?

Da the expectations of the parents covrespond to the
expectations of the teachers:

Can tquinas ex:-)ect to maintain its present relation-ship with its parents for the next three years?



iaTHODS AND PROCEDURES

I.,:ethods

The investigation began with a questionnaire mailed

to.a sample of the parents and the whole' faculty of Aquinas.

This questionnaire was designed to cover a broad range of

educational topics and attitudes ,that were probably of inter-

est to the parents and faculty of Acuinas. This ouestionnaire

was analyzed for differences in attitude between the parents

and the teachers. Those areas which seemed to be in conflict

between these two* groups then became the issues which were

concentrated. on in the major nart of the study. .

.

The next phase of the study was personal interviews

with the faculty and a sample of the parents. The faculty

was interviewed 'to detenaine clearly what their specific

attitudes were on those issues Where they seemed to differ

with the parents. The parents were then Questioned on those

same issues but-in addition' they were asked a series of ques-

tions probing the nature and extent of their support.

The last phase of the studY. was t o interview a sample

,of parents of 7th and ath grade girls fro: selected feeder

schools
.

chools t c,:et an approximate idea of future support for
- -

Acuinas.

The ability-to predict future support and attitudinal

stability, is based on the ..1:'c.)11Owind method. First the salient

8.
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demo raphic factors of the parent population were picked

and then attempts were made to determinetrends in these

factors across c:race levels. The .factors that were demo-

graphically studied were as follows: SES, religious affil-

iation, family stability, whether the student. had attended

a Catholic grade school, and neighborhood. ?Ile

position's of the parents were then investic:ated with respect

to those factors and the relative importance of at
.

differences:were determined by weighting the differences by

the magnitude of the observed trend.

Procedures

The original .questionnaire was constructed by 'analyzing

the questions from the study "Educational Isssues of the

Ghetto as Seen by Community People and Educators" by Harry

Gottrsfeld- and using those which applied to the situation

of Aquinas.' 1,acn ouestion asked the importance of some par-

ticular item or practice and the respondent could then choose

one of seven levels fro "no imortance" tO n ,:;reaGesi.;

tance."

This oUestionnaire was sent to 240 parents, 60 chosen

at random from each class level and the entire faculty. The-e

was a 44'-; return from the parents and ..a 75 return from the

.faculty. In the interests of insuring anonymity no sy stem

was used to detect wh6 had returned the ouestionnaire and

consequently there could be no follow .up on those who didn't

3-Harry Gottesfeld,. "Educational Issulds of the Ghetto
as Seen by Community People and Educators" ERIC, W ED 033 481.
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return their ruestionnaire.. It is clear now that this was not

a good procedure but since this was a preliminary questionnaire

it is not damar;in,g to the final results of the.study.

The preparation of the format for interviewing the

teachers was responsive to two sources of information: the

analysis of the preliminary questionare and the review of the

literature indicating what parents expect froLl schools and

teachers. Tlle interviews took from twenty to forty minutes .

and 95,3 of the faculty was interviewed.

After apreliminary analysis of the teacher interviews

the format for interviewing the parents was V....en constructed.

A random sample of thirty parents from each class 1::as seleCted

and (35 of the sample was interviewed. These interviews also

took from twenty to forty minutes.

An examination of the school records revealed that thir

teen Parochial. elementary schools provide approximately half'

of the students for Aquinas and an additiOnal 34 Parochi,1 ele

mentary schools provide an additional 30 of the student body.

20/, of the students entered from public schools.witb.in a.widely

distributed area. The thirteen main feeder elementary schools

were used as the basis for the analysis of future parental

rupport. A random sample of 5 seventh and 5 eighth grade stu

dents were selected. from each of the eleven schools that coop
;

crated giving a total of 17.0 parents to contact. 87ciL of these

parents were interviewed.

Additional sources of demographic information were: the

Archioceae of Chicago record The U.S. census, and the Community



Fact Book.
1

'Evelyn Kitar7awa and I:arl Taeuber eds., Th.eLocal
Co: unitv Fact Book: Chicaro ;..cTrcroolitan Arca, lcw0

cc o UnicLo eommunlIy Inverzzory Ior.tac Univers-1%y of
Chicao1 1.963).
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The Prelimina7: Cuestionnaire

The preliminary r'uestioa:iaire was designed to deter-

mine the ;moral characteristics Of parent and teacher at-.

titudes SO that the personal interviews could be designed

to concentrate on the issues with sinificant differences

between these. two groups. The teachers and the Parents Were

.asked to evaluate 44 items on a seven point scale from "no

importance" to "greatest importance." To compare the ans-

wers of these two groUos the means for each individual cues-

tion was determined and then ordered...by th:a value

mean. Tables 1 and 2 are the listing of the ton third of

the choices of the parents and the teachers. The differences

in means were then compared for the two groups and Tables 3

and 4 list the items parents found more important than tea-

chers and those that teachers found more important than the

Dc..

This analysis seems to indicate that there is agree-

ment between the parents and the teachersAn two areas. 'oho

first area relates to the personal care of the students and

is indicated by both groups attaching great* importance to

guidance counselors, small .classes and re5ular health check/

ups. The second area has to do with dealin with the life

that the students experience and is indicated by the

12
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TAP 1

PAREI:TS TOP 15 CHOICES DY

Standard
Mean :Lcror

6.6 .11 Hew important is it to have experienced tec:chers?

6.4 .11 How important is it to have guidance counselors?

6.2 .14 How important is it that students meet academic
standards in order to get credit?

6.1 .17 How important is it for disruptive students to
be removedfrom the classroom?

6.0 .12 How important is'it te have small classes?.

L.0 .14 How important is it that parents be strict
in their discipline?

6.0 .18 How imPortant is it for teachers to have strict
discipline in their classes?

5.9 .13 How important is it for students to have homework?

.17 How important is it to have School psycholoists?

5.8 .16 How important is it that teachers expect their
students to be able to go to college?

5.7 .lb How important is it.that textbooks. Show life in
the city 1nclucing narcatics and Crime?.

5.7 .17 How important is it that the school have a mix
ture of different races?

5.7 .13 .How important is it to have music and art classes?

5.7 .15 How important is it to have foreign language
classes?

5.7 ,15 How imp6rtant is it to have tests?
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TABLE .2

,T2ACHERS'TOP 16 CHOICES .BY C.EAES

Standa-rd
1::ean 2rror

6.6 .12 now important is it to have guidance counselors?

6.4 -13 How i7portant is it to have music and art classes?

.17 How important is it to have forein lan,.7:ua..7e
classes?

,
.17 Howimportmt is it to have experimental programs

r ..) .23 How important is it for Black culture and. history
to be tauht?

5.7. .21 How important is it for teachers to be free to
do as they wish in the classroom?.

5..7 .23 How important is it to have sail'classes?

5.6 .22 How important is it to have frequent meetings
.between parents and teachers?

5.5 .13 How important is it for students to have regu-
lar health check ups?

5.5 .21 How important is it that textbooks show life in
the city. includinz narcotics and crime?

5.5 .28 Howillmortant is' it for disruptive students to

5.5 .19 How important: is it to have pxperienced teachers?

5.5 .23 How important is it that students discuss vio-
lance in the community with their teachers?

5.4. .25 How important is it that the school have a mix-
ture of different races?

5.3 .25 Hoyt important is it that parents be strict in
their discipline?

5.3 .26 How inportant is it'. that sex education be tauht
in school?
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TABLE 3

STATE:El.:TS OF :,:ORE TO PAREI;TS THAii TEACHEY

Difference
in :::eans

2.6 How important is it that teachers expect their
students to be able to go to college?

1.7 How im-oortant is it for teachers to have
strict 'discipline in their classes?

1.2

0.9

0.8

How important is it to have tests?

How important is it for students to have homework?

How important is it that students meet academic
standards in order to tet Credit?

0.7 How important is it to have school psychologists?

0.7 How important is. it that parents be strict in
their discipline?

1..oue: The value ,,roro7i,-lately equal to 0.31.
Therefore a difference in means greater than 162 was
taken to be sii7nificant.
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::2i11';.1 4

.c.-iTTE:=S OF ....0112 I::P0.2W.NCE TO TEACHRS THAN PARE1:TS

Difference
in 1, :e ans

1.5 llow important is it that toc.ehes be free to

do as they wish in the classroom

0,9 How ir..pertant is it that students have a voice

in decidin,7 %.:at be taug:at in scho,o1;.

0.7 How important is it to have music and art classes'?

0.7 'How important is it to have Black teachers?

Note: For significance see Table 3.



'importance both 'oups attach to hav1n:7; textbooks that

deal with life in the (ity and school prorams that deal

with such issv:es as sex, Violence, crime and narcotics.

From Table 3 it can be seen that the parents are

much more interested than the teachers that Acuinas concen-

trate on a collee prep curriculum. Also they expect the

teachors to use traditional, hi;hly strubtured and author-

itarian practices both in the' discipline of learnino; and in

the discipline of behavior. Table 4, on the otherhand, indi-

cates that the teachers are much more interested in being

free to do as they wish in the class.foem, zLvin studentS

more of a voice in their education.and giving enriched edu-

catiOnal procr-ams.r.ther than an intense college D,-CO roram

These results indicate that the following areas should be

probed for attitudinal differences between the teachers and

the parents: innovations within the classroom; the type of

discipline to be employed, whether to concentrate on college

preporatory education and the basic educational objectives

to be employed in the running of tie schooT..',

Do Prnnts Perceive Ac:uiras as Satis7'yin.-:: Their Educational

:In general the ,,)arents indicate very positive support

for rom Table 5 we see that aboutor Acuinas pro71-ams 2

8O of the parents il-1dicate they like most Of the features

of the school, with only a small percentage expresSing dislike.

Furthermore, Table 6 shows that only l stated they were not
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T.ABL.3 -

PAR=AL AD DISLILES f".1.Ei.;EHAL SCHOOL F2ATURES

Parents were asked to cock on one side those features they
about i:cuinas and on the .other those they didn't like

about the school. Those they didn't feel Strongly about
they were to leave blank.

Like Disl:i.ke i'.eutral

81.r., 1,0 12;:,

80;1; 12;=,

79% 11% 10V';

76% 070

79% . 6% 15%

96% 0% 4%

78;) .10;; 12%

82% 4% 14%

73% 3% . 19;:;

13%

2l 32% 47;.;

12% -,,

12_0 a.lount your daughter Is le-r-,inr7._ C.. 1...-.. b
at Acuinas.

The acadardic standards .e=loyed by
the faculty.

The amount of homework that your
daughter is assigned.

The attitude your daughter'has about
the. school.

The number of activities that your
daughter can be involved in at Aouinas.

The curriculum includes a college
prep proL:ram.

The attitude toward discipline at
.Aquinas.

Aouinas is a school for girls. .

Seventy five percent of the Faculty
are nuns. .

The princi7Dal is a Kun.

Of the forty three faculty mehtbers
only five are Black.

Acuinas is becoming a Black school.
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TAU,E 6

PARI]i:TALFLII:GS.ABOUT THE QUALITY OF AQUII;AS' EDUCATI01;

':ihiCh o± the followin catagories best expresses your feelins
about the quality of education that Aquinas

34 A goon education

28 The best education available for my da=hter.

24 The best education I can afford for my
daughter.

13 A better education than the public school.

0 A fair education.

1 A poor education.

How satisfied are you with the way Aquinas is educating: your
dawl:hter?

66% Very

31 Somewhat

1 Not so

From the followin list check as many kinds of involvement
in education at Acluinas you feel are apPropriate for you.

'6_3,; Uheek report cards and other notices sent
from the school. .

76 Keep close track on whether and how much
homework your daughter is doing.

74 Attend all school functions whore teachers
and parents meet to discuss students'
academic achievements.

39 Be actively involved in school activities.

74. Ileet with teachers and other school personnel.
so that better communication can be established
between parents and the school.

67 Join with other parents to work on projects
that will insure the continued success of
Aguinas...
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so satisfied with Lluinas' education or felt that it gave a

poor or fair education.. oweve: there seems to be a diffi-

culty with racial balance of the faculty and the student

body. This ProLlca will be discussed .when the expectations

for the next threee years are dealt with.

The parents also se= to be cuito to put extra

effort into insurinr; a goud education for their daughter.

Three-fourths. of the:: 1 checked that it would be appropriate

for them to work with teachers for both the furtherance of

their daughters' studies and to increase communication'be-

tween the parents and the teachers.. 67 i; indicated.a desire

to 1.7ork on projects that would.aid Aquinas and 39% felt that

it would be appropriate for them to be actively involved in

school activities.

Do of the -carents 1.o.7.--rezpord to

E;:pectc,tions of ..!Jcachers':

The preliminary questionnaire seemed to indicate that

the parents and the teachers, had diifer,3nt expectations in

ti following four areas: 1)innovations witlfin the classroom;

2)th type of discipline to he employed; 3)whether to concen-

trate on college preparatory education; 4)the basic educational

to be emoloyed in the running of the school, n

of these area will now be analyzed by comparing the results

from the'teacher.and ptrent interviews.

1) Innovation.

..:Ihen the parents were asked to arrange the ten items

given in Table 7 in order of importance the-Statement "Develop
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TABLE 7

STATE:Li"6 TO T2 PZiZ.2A:TL; DURI1.:G IiVIiS
The followin statempnts were typed on separate sliPs of
paper, slluffled to a arranc:emnt, and handed to the
instructions:

Here is a set of cards with .a change that
could be made at Aouinas on each card. Please
arran.7e them in order of imertance with the
most importnt chano. first, ne::t most impor-

secon, and so on.

-Qancentrate on kep'!.n..-: ar-ualified and concerned faculty

-_aintair a 7ood rc1atJ.onsi.D betv:een. students and faculty

-Continue to edMinister and staff the school with g majox-
ity of nuns

-e.ep tuition at Aouinas atitspresent level

-Give students :ore responsibility in their own discipline'
and education

-Adnit studentz fro: a ran,.qe of different backrounds and
.financiai situations

-Dcvelorj freedom to innovate

.

-I::orove the discipline at the school

-Hire more Black teachers

-Admit only students who are proven Colic material
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a freedom to in was ciao: en to be more important than

onlY three of the items. This data seems to verify the re.

sults of the preliminary questionnaire. However a more direct

. aDproach to perceiving the possibility of tension between the

arents and the teachers on this issue produced different re

sults. After the interviewer discussed educational innova

tion in.genoral with the teachers they .were asked: "Thinking

Practically, what kind of changes with respect, loo educational

innovation would it be good for Aquinas to make?" Their re

sponses, riven in Table a, were then developed into five, des

criptions of innovations which were presented to the parents..

.The results presented in Table 9 indicate that there is no

real tension between the parents and the teachers with respect

to innovations.

2) Discipline

Both the teachers and t'rie 1.,arents were asked the

queStion presented in Table 10 Which made 'c. didhotomy be

tween authoritarian and 'selfresponsible forms of discipline.

The differences in their responses again Vtrifies the results.

gotten in 'the preliminary questionnaire. However, other.

questions asked the. parents do not. support this position. As

indicated in Table 5 only 1Z, of the parents .objected to the

attitude toward discipline at the school. Tn addition some

of those objecting indicated to the interviewer that they felt

it was too strict.. Of the ten statements that the parents

ranked in order of importance (see Tc.ble. 7), they chose

"1,:aintain a good relationship between the students and faculty"
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TABLE. 8

TEACHER SELEUTEJ IHNOVATI01:13

Innovations which more than one teacher felt would be
practical for Acuinas to make,

Number of Teachers

6

0

5

Individualize student learning

Interdisciplinary approach to teaching

Humanities course for the purpose of
clarifying values

4 ;fork Study rogram

Probably none; .students need a solid.
background
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TABLE 9

AITE7JTAL ATTITUDES TCMARD InOVATIONS

Good for iot ,00d. Neutral
Acuinas for Aquinas

70 A; 23 /L 8 A prof of individualized
student learning where each
student Could learn at her
own pace

54 36* 10 A humanities course taught . by
a team of teachers for a whole
year and taking un half a school
day every day. It would include
topics and skills from History,
Music, Art and Literature and
have the purpose of aiding in
the clarification of .values.
The other half of the day would
be. taken up with traditional
courses.

19 14 An interdisciplinary approach to
the various subjects where tea
cher working as a team could
utilize their individual strength..5,.
For exaMple, the historical as
pects of English literature
.might be taught -by a history
instructor.

86 10 4 A:workstudy course whereby the
students could learn first hand._
about the experiences of working
while continuin.7 to take courses
at school.

9 7 A program of independent study
where interested students
judged to be qualified,- would
Woriz on their own under the
exlidance of a teacher on projects
of their own choosini-;.
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TALL2 10

'' TPARL ,

Which of these two statements best expresses your attitude

toward 'discipline':

Parents

43;0

csr:./.01a

.Teachers

The people in authority in the school
should clearly spell out the rules and
then see to it that the students con
form to those rules.

76:/) The people in authority in the school
are baSically to teach the
students to be responsible for them
selves and so tiN, teachers could ^i e
the students :ore' and more freedom as.
they show that they can handle it.

No answer
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and "rive students more responsibility in their own disci-

nline and education," to be more important at a'si7,nificant

level than -"Improve the discinlinc at the school."'

The fact that the parents say they like the discipline

at the school whereas previously there was indication that

Psents and teachers differed in their choice of modes of

practiecs, could e due to a mistaken notion

of what is actlly hanpenin in the classroons. Another

explanation of the difference could be that the teachers,

tl:rou,,h practical experience in the classroom, attribute,

,different meaning to statements on discipline than do the

parents. To test these notions aseries of practical class-

room problem situations were presented to both the parents

and the faculty. 111.1c,i1,1 responses were eValuated on .a scale

of one to seven with one being the extreme of no teacher

conuoctivd action and seven the extreme of.thrcatening.ser-

ious action if the student doesn't immediately conform to

the teachers de:nEnds. moan resnonse for the teachers

was 3.25 with a standard error of .116 while for the parents

the result1::, were essentially the same with a mean of 3.37

and a standard error of .070

A resnor, of three on the scale is indicative of

a person-cOntered orientation. The study by Raffel, refered

to earlier found that parents were interested in person-

-

certerea teachers.
1 The results of ouestioning parents and

1.Raifel, "liesonsivencss in Urban Schools, p. 141.
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'teachers On practical classreo:n problems suEzests that for

Aouinas there is areement on disciplinary action because

bot11 groups are pri:mrily interested in relating to thee

students' Particuli. needs.

3) I'ren

The results of the cuestions relating to preparin

students for colle,7e are presented in Table 11. Since F.:7

of the parents feel that Aouinas encourages its students to

go to collece there seems to be no difficulty on this issue.

:loweNier qn!:,e tension in the relatiorsIlip between about one

fourth of the parents and the teachers is indicated by the

response to the Question dealing with application of pressure,

but in actuality tare is little contact between narents and

teachers on this issue and conseouently.it should be under-

stood as a sensitive. area of contact but only with some

parents at specific times.

To test whether the teachers and the parents have

the same or conflicting attitudes about priorities in edu-

cational objectives both groups were asked tO rank five ob-

0.ecuives in order of importance. The si,7nificance of these

rankings tested with the results presented in Table 12.

The only difference is the relative importance attached to

developing skills for college by the parents. Reflecting

on the analysis X. .1.101 L,ne previous sections it is clear that

this difference is not real abut rather' another occurance of

differential word interpretation by the teachers and the
-4
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TABLE 11

TEY'JHE Al D PA:TE1:T ATTITUD2i3 TO COLIEGEPRE2ARATIn

Parents Teachers

Yes 75%

4

i.;o Ans. 9 10

Yes 2

No 68 93

No. Ans. 4 5

Parents--Do you feel Aquinas cnoour- .

aes itp students to ,ro to colleeT

TeachersDo you feel you encoura,ce
c.irls to co to college?

.

Parents--If you felt that your daugh-
ter should co to college but she did
not .want to go, would you want the
teachers at Aquinas to aid you in
Pressuring her togo.-

Teachers--Have you ever .pressured
a girl to enter .college while you
were at Aquinas?-

, .

TeachersIf a'ent-0.11ed,and asi:ed you, to pressure her
dauithter into Eoin.:,'to college what would be your response?'

Would discuss situation with the parent

28 Iou1d never pressure a student

10 :dould cooperate with the parent in some way

8 Would Give some negative resuohse

12 Gave no response

«,
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TAT:la7; 12

TE1,CHER AID PAR= E icos 01 'EDUCATIO1:AL OBjECTIVES

-Develop powers of observation and methods of solving problems.

-Develop practical skills. of speaking and writing effectivelyby studying Trammar and writingossays.

-Devel.oPa "ca-,inc7" attitude toward ones fellow man,

-Develop the necessary skills for success in collee.

-Develop ones creativity.

Parents

"cari attitude
Powers of observation
Skills for coll(0.3
Creativity
Gramhla:': skills

Each statement was chosen
to be more important at a
siimificant level than all
the statements below it with
the exceptions of powers of
observation over skills for
collec, and creativity
over (;ram7;ar ski. 116 which
v;ere not quite

Teachers

nearing" attitude'.
Powers of abservation.
Crebtivity
GramMar skills
Skills for college.

Each statement was chosen to be
more important at a siniicant
level than all .the statements
two or :lore below it. An excep-
tion is that Graramar skills is
si;mificantly more important'
than skills fol. college.
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Parents and the teachers basically azreb as to what is

important in the students' education.

Can I.rt Ipect to iaintain Its Present
-IelaiTTonship its Farents for T77.:ext Threb'Years';

OuranalySis so far has indicated that Aquinas is in

a very stable rol='tionship with its parents. Insight into

future ste*ility however .is dependent on thrbe.additional

factors: 1)the impact of the nocessary.racial ir.lbalance

.detween the fadulty and the student body 2)the influence

of shifts in the demographic nature of the student body

3)and prospects for future students.

1) .T1]e impact of Racial Imbalance

As indicated in .Table 5 few parents liked the present

racial make up of the faculty but on the other hand they were .

very muCh in favor of having a large percentage of 1uns on

the faculty. These conditions are 'impossible to fulfill be

cause there are no Black Nuns in.the reliRious group that

. staffs Ar.2uinas, The parents were presented with this diffi

culty when they were asked:

To increase the number of Black teacriers at
Aquinas, lay people would have to be hired
because there are very few Black 14.1n.

Would you prefer that Aquinas be staffed mostly
by i;unS or by Black lay teacher

Sixty seven percent of the parents chose Nuns while only 2../.;

chose Black lay 'teachers. Twenty percent stated that they

prefered the most qualified and another 12;; made other remarks.
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or c:ave no anmier. The pa:conts do not like the racic.l

balance of the faculty but when they are confronted with

the choices facing the school they .agree with the present,

situation.

2) Demor..:raphic Trends

It was assumed' that one or several of the following

five factors could chan:e the relationship between the

pa-fonts and the teachers if they changed signiicantly:

socio-economic status, religiouP.affiliation, family

stability, whether their daur;hter had graduated from a

Catholic elem=tary school, and the neighborhood that they

came from. Demoaph1c data was collected on these factors

both from the :school records and in the inte2-vieWs with the

parents. The information was then broken down by year in

school to investi5;at the. possibility of trends in any of

these charateristics,

There were no significant' trends across these factors

in the information that was collected in personal. interviews.

The school recordshowever, indicated that there was an Tr-

crease 25;.:0 in tho upper classes to 44 in the freshmen

class in homes without a father. In addition there was also

-
il

- . froman increase in the freshmen class of students ro71 an area

bounded. by 79t1-1 on the south, the Dan Ryan 'on the West, and

.Cotta:-:..e Grove on the East.. The data from the personal inter-

. views indicates that this area contains- homes with lower SES

and a hi,7her perchnta.7e of fatherless families. 11.10U!:,d
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clear trend hcs. not been established, an analysis of the

'influence of a definite shift in lower SE'S and fatherless

families will be helpful for predicting future developments

for Aiuinas.

When the overall satisfaction with Acuinas' educational.

Pro7ram, indicated .by the responses to the. cuestions on Table 5

and the first part of Table 6 is considered there is no sini-

fidant difference betv:oen the responses of all the parents.

and those of low SES . In addition there was no influence on

analysis of thatensions between parents and teachers with

respect to ins in the class-I-6°m and the encoura;ement

of preparation for college, As could be expected there was

a decrease in the amount of involvement .that families under
4

.

those conditions expect of themselves. ' Table 13 indicates

the chanes on this issue.

Lower SES parents had a greater concern with'havin,:

more faculty 'members but they also favored m.wing more

7:1;:ls on tho fs,c;lty. ,"e 1.esuIt is, as be expected,

that there is no.difference between this g;2oun and the others

when they .wero asked to choose betWeen Black faculty and

Y.ell;ious faculty. There is a SE S effect on the concern about

A(7.uinas becbming an all-Elack school as indicated in Table '14.

Fewer low SES parents have neutral feelings with a greater

percenta.70 both 1-ikinc and disliking that change.

The study by Gallup indicated there probably would be

diff'el-encos between the SES levels with respect to
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TAEL1.1 13

INnUENCE 02 PATHEIMESS 1.,CILTES AND SES 01; PARENTAL INVOLVEiEHT

De actively involved in school activities.

Eother and Father 45:,
1,:ounes 33

SES 89;';

Eiddle 2ES 37
Low SES 26

Join together with other parents to work 'on projects that
will insure tlie continued success of .1;17uinas..

Eother and FEther
.,:other 67

High SE'S 89'...L

Middle SES 67
1JU. 56

TA3LE 14

Ii LUEI C2 OP S. ON PARENTAL -ATTITUD3

TOVIARD AQUINAS AS A. BLACK SCHOOL

Aquinas is becoming a BlanIc School.

Like 17i..0 l0i' 11 >0

Do Not Like 48. 37 33

Neutral 35- 5 56

Low Med. Hi.tTh SES

4.
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disci1line.
1 The results, rresentod in the first nuestion

of Table 15 indicate that this d-ifference in attitude does

hold 10]:' this study. 'dhen the "practical ni-ob:lems" are

considered, the teachers are the closest to the middle SES

group and are sinificantly different from the low SES

group. ;ihen the tarents responses to the statement about

the attitude toward discipline at Anuinas are considered,

we see that the high SES parents :like the discipline the

least and those in the Middle grout like it the most. The

-similarity between the Middle SES parents and the teachers

on the answers to the "practical problems" corresponds to

this same group liking the discipline the most:. This corre-

spondence d9cs not continue howcver when we note that the

High SSparents like the .discipline the least. Since

Catholic schools and itms have a reputation for strict

discipline, the leck.of correspondence just mentioned could

be explained by attributing a portion of the responses as

based purely on reputation and not on experience..

3) Prospects for Future Students

To determine the number of students that Aquinas

could expect to attract in the future , three sources of

information were used; the school records, the elementary

school records kept in.the archdiocesan offices, and inter

views with parents -of seventh and eighth r:rade students

from the schools that Acuinas principally .draws from. The

Gallup,. How the liation Views the Public j.ichols,
.p. 10.
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TAI3LE .15

IN2LUEiCE 02 PAICLi;"AL SES O..: AT TOWARD DISCIPLIE

R-csnonses to the cuostions of Table 10 by SES

SES Parents

AuthoritY
,_...

Responsibility

Low

61',:,

35

idddle

39'd

60

High

2'''.;,..,

73

Teacliers

1].

76

1:.eans of evaluated responses on practical behavior problems

Low SES

Lean

3.63.

Standard-Error

.12

Eidale,SES 3.34 .09 2 x .12 = .17

szs. 2.94 .12
2 x .17 = .34

1.25 + .34 4 359 3.6"i
Teachers 3..25 .12

The attitude toward discipline. at Aquinas

Low

SES

Eiddle High

Like 81';.; o

Do not Like 9 7 33

Neutral 17 11 0
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school records revealed that of' the present student

body came from thirteen parochial schools, twelve Catolic

and-one Episcopal. An additional 30;*; came from a wide

variety of public elementary schools.

From the:a.cchdiocesan records the number of Black

students in the schools feeding students to Acuirras were

determined for the past five yoars. The results, presented

in the graph of Yigure 1, indicate that though the number

of student has decreased some in this period there 'has been

a stabilization during the lat two years. A further

Cation of this stability is that the number of female stu-

dents per grade for grades one, through eight for the 1912-73

school year is essentially constant.

By computing the averaenumber of Black, female

6tudents per class per school.who:attended Catholic Hic;h:

schools and then by multiplying by.a factor which took into

account Le distance from Aquin,,S
r 9

it was possible, by sub-:..

the ayerao of -eresontlY at Ac:uinas

uer school per year, to determine a numbe.1; which represents

the number of additional students that Acuinas could recruit.

The sum vies approximately 50 recruits when all the Catholic

,,-..radeschools that feed AQui C. - are included.

To determine the significance of the interviews of

the parents of the Sc, cnth and eighth uraue students from

selected grade schools an expected outcome was first deter-

mined. The avera,-;0 number of.B1cc'ec.fe:mle students or
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school per clss (A) was determined and then multiplied

by the percent .E,ot'uc__ by dividing the average number of

studa!lts per class at Aquinas from a particular school

by the aver e number of female students .that attend Cath-

olic high school .from that school (7,) An expected -Doreen-

tare of students from the sample that would choose Aquinas

from these that chose a Ctholic hin:h school was then .de-

ter-ned yr .-ijn the caluculated A's and B's and dividin

the sum of A x B by the sum of the A's. These calculations,

presented. in Table 16 res.ol+ed in an encetction of 31of

the sample choosin Catholic high schools would choose Aquinas.

Thu interview results were .slihtly higher than the expected

value, 54 of the seventh grade parents and 372L of the eighth

grade parentswho. selected Catholic high schools stated that

they selected Aquinas.

Table 17 is a listing of the more often selected

reasons why parents piCked the school they did and those

",n-in or sitIlations L:7 they. camc . to know Acuinas.

Nearness to the school is the most often pjicked reason and

friends arid re1ative:3' seelAs to be the primary source of

initial information about the school. When those who had

picked a school wore asked who or what had helped ther

decide. upon the school they picked, about half responded

that it was their dahter,
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16'.

aEL;;JLT.3 ACTUZL RESULTS ?ROL THE

IliTERVIES.010 Ti :E PARENTS .01 SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRAJE

Ex-r)cced Results

Averare Number.
of Hack l'erm)e
Students /Class

St. Columbanus 33.0

St. Dorothy 29:6

St. Ailbes 18.6

I,urence

St.. Phi1in Neri 30.4

Our lady. of Peace 21.5

St. Carthage 16.5

St. ialian -29.2:

Holy Angels 73.0

Anselm 31.4
_. (4',

x

Actual Results

Or-14'1

305.6

Percent Glass
To Aquinas

A x B

56.0; 1845'

22.5 665

24.4 .429

52.2 1165

32.0. 971

26.5 570

.23.8 393

19.1 558

30.3. 22?0

23:5 736
iii L

-31:2;7 Average Ilercent Der class
attending Aquinas fo.l major -
feeder schools.

Chose Catholic
High school

7th Grade 13

8th Grade, 41

Total 54

Chose Aquinas Percent

7

15.

22

37

41
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TABLE 17.

INVOILATIOI; ATI3OUT C:IT'TLIC HIGH SCHOOL USED BY

SEVETH EIGHTH GRADE STUDEI.;TS.

7th Grade 5th Grade Why they picked the school

7 10 They live close to .the school

2 7 Older brother or sister attended the
school

4 6 It is a Coed school.

2 5 Because they liked the curriculum

3 Because it is a good school

----------- ,

How they found out about Acuir;as

2 2 From their daughter

10 6 From friends and/or relatives

3 2 Because they see students in the
neirthborhood

3 1- An older sister graduated from the school

3 4 Because. they live. nearby.

2 -They knew it from long aEo

2 They attended the oen house

.:4



CONCLUSINS

This report is a study of the relationship between

Aquinas high School and the parents of its students. Aquinas

is a Catholic, riris school with a 95 Black student body and.

an 55 Uhite faculty with no expectation pi a change in the

racial character of the student body or the faculty. Previous

research indicated that ether factors besides .race were Prob
.-,

ably important contributors to the quality of relationship

between the parents and the faculty and therefore the change

in attitudes across SS, religious affiliation, neighborhood,

whether the student had attended a parochial elenentary school

and family stability was also 'investigated. Attitudinal

difference's were only significant for changes in .SE S and

family stability.

In general the parents .felt that Aouinas has a good

.educational program and they are very satisfied -with the way

it is educating their daughters. About 80 of the parents

checked that they liked 7ost of the featuresof'the school.

with the exception of those features that refered to the

small degree of integration . among both students, and faculty.

Analysis of the'parentsifeelin-r;S about the racial .

character of Aquinas' faculty indicates that though the par

ents would prefer,to have more Black teachers. on the faculty

they also prefer to have i:u.ne.;. When confronted with the
41..
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choice betwch ::uns and 131acks, 67.,; chose Kuns and only 2,i

chose Dlac].:s.

on this issue.

There was no low $ ES of fatherless home bias

The lack of interation among the students is the

feature of the School that the parents liked the least: and

disliked the most.

Prelimnary analysis seemed to indicate that the

parents and the teachers had different expectations with

respect to innovations within the classroom, the type of

discipline to be employed, the relative importance of

certain educational objectives, and the amount of concentra-

tion on preparation for college. Further investigation

revealed that there was little disagreement betWeen the

parents and teachers on any of these issues. WIen the

teachers and parents' attitudes were Measured on practical

discipline problems, specific educational objectives and

:described innovations there was stron a47reement between

teachers and parents.. The parents also felt that'Aeuinas
-

did encourage their. daurters to go to college.

The influence of 3E on disciplinary attitudes

corresponds to the results froth other studies with low

parents desiring an authoritarian mode of diScipline and

hizh.SES pa1'ents'ehOesihe7 a mode that teaches self-responsi-

;hen choosin;-, what to do in Practical situations

the dif-r'erenceb are modified by a tendbncy to choose person:-

centered responSes.
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Analysis of Aquinas' records and Archdie,eesan records

along with intervies with parents of 7th and 3th grade

students in the lAajor feeder schools indicates that forthe

next fey: years there. will be a Sufficient ooTiulation of

students in the 7)arochial elennta-Py schools that feed Ar-.Uinas

to insure. the senocil the ability to fill its classes with

stuaents that desire to achieve its present .:cals.

a



The recon.r,cndations to be made as a reault of this

research are of two L.inds, those that pertain to Acluinas

),

. .

zcnooland those. that. pertain to further study.

Thoull this ,stu.dy Has,shown that for Aruinas th.J attitude

of its pa.ents is very supportive, the one -factor which eli-

cited the greatest amount of dislike was its charact a

an alj-3Jack school. There is a history of schools lowering

their standards acadeically when they become 31acIt. schools.,

which demandc.t.-..at Auinas advertise itself as being a living

'contradition to that history. Both the parents and the tea-

chers e::7,ressed a need for greater coamunication with each

other. In addition the paronts indicated a willingness to

exert art ."extra effort" to insure Aquinas future success.

This =01.1"Cr' and so-.7_e of the cncr:i should

be expended in increasing the communication between the

parent s. and the teachers .

ro1,0 future of Acuinat is not assu,..ed just because it

can he -0^-n to be a school which satisfies the educational

needs of the parents that it serves. It exists in relation

to the institutions. that 'support it; the .Adrian Dominican

Order ai the Archdiocese of Chicago. The educational his-

tory of both these institutions has flot reared the::, to

deal V.i.th the Situation. they are facing today, The history

44
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of Catholic ed'acation in the U.3. is a history. of individual'

parlshes funding their own schools throurh parish donations

and the contributed services of the huns. Reli;7ious orders

were also able to run their own schools on reasonable tuition

rates by usin donations to Provide for some of the livin(;

costs of their members.

. Since 1069 the :innin of the Second Vatican

Council, many chanes have tu.;:en place within relir;ious orders.

The-rehasbeenagreatlossingnificant
drop in recruits. Also, many reforms have bean initiated

giving the religious more freedom and incleiendence. These

reforms cost the orders both in numbers available for teaching

and in increased expenses for the individual sisters.

On the diocesan level there has bum a shift from

urban ethnic ;parishes to suburban middle-class parishes.

This .shift has left behind many urban parishes with large

churcheS and .schools. Thou01-1-t-f-e Catholic population sur-

roan:lin t.-iese parishes is so as to be able to :barely

meet, the cost of maintaining the church, the Door cuality

of the nearby public schools creates a much greater demand

for the parish school. Catholic turban parbehial schools

have become high tuition-(350-3600) schools with' fey;

teachers from religious. .orders and only about half the stu-

dent body claiming a connection v.'ith the Catholic religion.

The Catholic urban parish has evolved to a position of

groat financial and social :responsibility without a clear
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tradition to Tuide it throuc;h this :situation.

This intc.rprctation of the institutional role of

the°-"olc.C.-',.c..1 in cdu=tion is a personal one doveloDed

through six years of tec,chin:i;.in its institutions and shay

Dena', by the conta..cts and discussions 7.ade in the course of

this study. ]?1;.rther study of this role could be vary help

ful for develo-in s sound basis for decisions about the

=ount of Su-,:port heistitutiois ouht to give to the

schools they ha.lic ebtabliziled.
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Evidence is presented to show that free schools, especially those started

and run by parents, have short life spans and are especially open to schism

and large scale exodus of member families. Exploratory interviews and obser

vation in three such'schoOls were conducted to search for the causes of this

weakness. The basic problem is that while families join these schools to

find a better educational prozram, they usually have very different programs

in mind. The amount of difference among families depends on recruitment

practices which are affected by the age of the school. These differences

of preference are most liable to be activated and lead to conflict if teachers

are incompetent; if teachers take inflexible stands on ideal classroom procedures;

or if parents develop close diffuse relations, Conflict usually is resolved

\N\

ugh schism
becgse .these schools have no resources for conflict management.
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The information in thiS.report is taken from Parent r Free Schools: A Study
of Organization Building in New Voluntary Assoc:fttions, the author's Ph.D.
dissertatien that will be submitted to the Education bopartment of the
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INTRODUCTION

The free school movement is one of the many spinoffs of the last

decade's discontent with the publics schools. Many parents; teachers, and

even students, despairing of ever being able to implement the changes they

want in public schools, have withdrawn and started new schools of their own.

While starting slowly, the movement seemed to be gaining momentum in the

early seventies. Graubard (1972) reports that only about'twenty schools were

founded in 1967 and 1968 while 150 were started in 1970 and he feels that

even more were started in 1971. Still when Graubard carried out his free

school census, there were very few of these schools and they reached very few

students. He actually found 346 schools, but he guesses that there may be

as many as 600. Two thirds of the schools he found enroll less than forty

students. So the movement reaches only a fraction of a per cent of the

nation's school children.

The importance of these schools depends on their visibility rather than

on the number of children directly affected. They have received a great deal

of attention from the media and reformers because they present working models

of alternatives to current educational practices. Most observers have concen

trated on the curricular innovations of free schools, especiAlly the amount

of freedom they allow their students and their methods of implementing the

idea of th...; open classroom. These schools also merit attention because they

,represent new approaches to the organizational problems of schools. One inno

vation is in personnel. Many of these schools are run by parents, students,

and community people. These organizations present an opportunity to study the

advantages and disadvantages of schools that are not controlled by educational

professionals.
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One disadvantage that currently plagues these schools is their instability.

One popular estimate is that tt,a average life span of a free school is eighteen

months. The purpose of this study is to search out the causes of this

instability. One problem in carrying out this search is the variety of goals

and organizational froms found within the mevement. Graubard (1972) has

classified free schools into four types. The most common of these seems to

be the "parent-teacher co-operative elementary school," or parent co-op. These

schools are founded by parents who continue to hold formal control. Pedagogically

they have been influenced primarily by the English open classroom model

(Featherstone, 1971) and to a lesser extent by the more libertariean Summerhill

idea (Neill, 1960). The families are usually white and middle class. The

schools are small, have a loose organizationi and depend on parents for

financial support and all labor that does not come from teachers.

Parent co-ops share the instability that characterizes the whole movement.

In the spring of 1971 Graubard (1971) found six parent run schools in Chicago.

One of those was the sole surviving wing of a school that had split into

several parts well before his survey. By March, 1973 three of the schools he

listed were defunct. Two more had suffered membership splits resulting in

Sour new 'schools. Two of these were healthy enough to finish the school year.

The other two no longer existed. Only one school was still operating in

roughly the same form that Graubard had observed two years before. It had

been able to expand.

Besides showing that parent co-ops are frail organizations, this informa-

tion suggests that they are extremely susceptible to schism. In addition they

must also deal with the loss of individual families. The school that managed

to avoid a:schism still lost 43% of its member families after its first year

(1969-70). This report will focus on the causes of schism and to a lesser extent

family exodus from parent co-ops.



ITMODOLOGY

Since almost no research has been done on free schools, this study has

had to be an exploratory one. Scott (1965) points out that exploratory

research is usually carried out in ways that allow the researcher to maintain

sustained contact with his subject matter. Often the case study method is

chosen. This intensive approach as a number of advantages. It allows the

researcher to focus on the "totality" of his particular organization. This

focus encourages him to pay attention to the multiplicity of factors that

compose an organization and to examine and describe thbir inter-relationships.

This step is essential in organizations that have received so little attention

that at the outset the elements of the organization and the concepts most

useful for understanding it are not clear. Sustained contact allows the researcher

to "try on" concepts, to reject those that do not help order his findings, 'and

when new ones suggest new questions to collect the new data necessary to

generate ansi;ers.

The Choice. of, Schools

This report is based on three case studies. 'Observation began in Success

School -- the one parent co-op in Chicago that:managed to grow while avoiding

schism the spring of 1971. Success was founded in 1969 in reat:tion to

a community conflict that stemmed from -a racial turn-over in the area-and

the ensuing decline in quality in the nieghborhood schools. The black and,

white families that.started Success wanted their childrall to receive a better

education than ;would be possible in the local schools and to get that education

in a more liberated context than the city schools provided. When observation

.began, the school had just increased to forty-one children from twenty-eight

families. It was housed in a large storefront on a shopping street in the

neighborhood.
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After a year of contact, two schools were chosen to supplement the obser

vations already made. Radical School was chosen because it had one of the most

extreme educational ideologies in .the city and because it had recently under

gone a schism. Originally, it had fifteen families and twentyfive students.

In the spring of 1972 five families left Radical to form Counterrevolution

School. 'In the fall of 1972 Counterrevolution was the larger of the two

schools. It had eight families and twelve children and was also housed in a

storefront. During my period of contact with Radical School, it had only

four families. Afther the field period for this study ended, Radical lost

two more families; and the two remaining families were reabsorbed into

Counterrevolution School.

New School was chosen so I could observe a school in its very first months.

It opened in the fail of 2972, but I was able to attend most of the planning

meetings held during the previous spring. Unfortunately, this school proved

not to be a pure case of a brand new school. It was part of a parent coop

nursery school, and all of the members had worked together in previous years,

so they had a good deal of experience. This school had ten families, ten

children, and two teachers. The classroom was a very small set of rooms

attached to the "People's Church." This church was connected with a Protestant

faith and located in a multiethnic neighborhood that was turning into one of

the more popular residential areas in the city. It had lost its congergation

and the liberal minister load out its space to .a number of progressive, explora

tory ventures.

Data Collection

At each school I collected data through direct observation and inter

views. Observation was carried out primarily in two settings -- parent
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meetins and the Classroom. Observation was usually unstructured., At meetings

I would take attendance and then sit where I could watch. and hear everyone.

I came with pen and paper and recorded everything that was said and who the

speakers were. These running records were supplemented by general obser

vations of events, interactions, and possible new theoretical perspectives

immediately after each meeting ended.

The school proved harder to observe thin the meetings because so many

things go on at once, and it was difficult to tell what was relevant to the

problem. Furthermore, free school teachers usually enlist all available

adults to help with classroom activities. Thus, I tended to be more partici

pant than observer. I often found myself driving children to the pool;

listening to them read or officiating wrestling matches. Again detailed notes

were written as soon as I left the school.

Formal intervies were carried out in the spring of 1972 at SucceSs and

the following fall in the other schools. Forty of the fiftytwo families (77%)

were interviewed. In addition I talked with six of the eight teachers

working in the schools while I was interviewing.

Interviews usually ran for about one and .a half hours and were almost

always held in the respondent's home. Respondents were usually interested in

the interview process and quite helpful. The interviews were loosely structured

so as to take advantage of any, insight or interest the respondent had. The

basic interview schedule had four parts. The first focussed on the family's

relations with the school -- how they found the school, reasons for joining

it, and activities participated in. In the second part respondents were asked

to recount, the history of the school. The third section concerned the

respondent's attitudes towards theschooll especially the aspects of it that
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he liked and disliked. The final section :as designed to gain backround

information about the families. Most of this information was obtained through

a one page questionnaire that the respondent filled out after the interview.



THE FAMILY AND THE SCHOOL

The propensity to schism and individual family desertion in parent co-

ops suggests that these schools have problems in gaining the loyalty of family

vnits. Analysis must therefore take place at both the level of the individual

family in its relation to the school and at that of the school itself. My

strategy has been to look first for the problems involved in binding families

to the parent co-ops and then to examine the effectiveness of organizational

mechanisms in resolving these problems. This section will examine the school-

famil.y relationship from the viewpoint of the family. The next will look at

how organizational arrangements affect that relationship. The major issues

in the school-family relation are those of exchange between the family and

the organization and those caused by the diversity of interests among parents.

Exchange

Parent co-ops exist in a market situation. They must compete with local

public schools, public schools in other neighborhoods and cities, and private

schools as well as other free schools. Under these circumstances each parent

co-op must prove to be somehow more profitable to some families than the, other

alternatives. To assess the profitability of these schools it is necessary to

know what the costs of.membership are and what families, especially parents,

expect to receive in return.

The two costs of parent co-op membership are money and work. The average

annual tuition at Success School is S442 per child. The same figures for

Counter-revolution and New Schools are $470 and $500. The per child tuitiot

for Catholic schools in the Chicago arch-diocese averages around S150. The

average tuition of four of the most popular private schools in Chicago is

S1464. Public schools of course charge no taion at all. In other words

while parent co-ops are considerably cheaper than non-sectarian private schools,
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they Lre a little more expensive than the parochial ones.

Parents are also expected to work for the free schools'to which they

belong. At a minimum in each of these schools families take turns cleaning

up the inside of the classroom on weekends. In addition when a school has to

find a new building and move from one site to another all families help..

Other duties also fall to parents. These include

1. Book keeping and tuition collection.

2. Fund raising.

3. Minor building maintenance and the construction of nww
furniture and curriculum maxterials.

Teaching. Although teachers are hired, some parents come
into the classroom on a weekly basis. The skill level of
these volunteers varies markedly, but a few of them are
very good.

Driving on field trips.

Hiring teachers.

Coordinating the work of other parents in 1 through 5 and
weekend cleanups and so forth.

Contributions whether of money or labor vary from family to family

within a school. The pattern-of variation seems to work in ways that mini

mize the burdens of getting the resources necessary for the organizations

continuing operation. The largest financial contributions come from the

richer families. Most of the work in a school is done by the few people

who are most willing. A pattern of voluntary specialization develops so that

some kinds of work -- particularly that connected with the classroom and with

building maintenance -- is done by those who most enjoy it. Furthermore,,

much of the work is done at intervals by large work crews. It is thereby

possible to turn these large project days into social events and thereby make



them more palatable for all.

While the costs of membership can be minimized, parents' loyalty to the

school continues to depend on the benefits that they receive from membership.

Where information is available on why parents leave, the issues are discussed

much more in termsof what the school does not provide than as a question of

excess costs. Here I' will specify some of the benefits that families might

receive from free schools and indicate their relative importance to parents.

There are four:

1. The educational program: The program is run for the benefit
of the children so they can learn to read, make friends,
develop skills in crafts, or whatever.

2. The opportunity to reform public schools: Katz (1971) points
out a number of strains in contemporary educational radicalism.
One is between pedagogical reform (attemPts to change classroom
practices wherever classrooms are located) and community
control(attempts totake over the administrativegovernmental
apparatus of local schools). Since pedagogical reform can be
practiced in a number of settings, it encourages escape
from the public schools. Community control calls for direct
action to deal with those schools. If it is a strong ideal
among free school people, they may want their parent coops
to act as Kozol (1972) suggests to confront public schools
or at least aid those who are involved in such direct action.

Control of their own schools: A quarter of the parents in these
schools have been disappointed in attempts to get satisfaction
from public schools. Manly of them may want now to join a
school where they know that they can control its policy or
at least the treatment their children receive.

4. Solidary rewards: Individuals join many organizations to
find friends or a sense of togetherness with others through
working towards a common cause. Independently of their other
goals, this interest may motivate some people to join a parent
coop.

Table #1 indicates the relative importance of several aspects of their current

free school to parents in Counterrevolution and New Schools. The first five

items refer to elements of the schools' educational programs. The nexxt two

are indicators of interest in Controlling school policy. The last three refer



Table 1
PARENTS' RATINGS

OF BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

Very
Important

Vot At All
Important

4 2 1 \ s2
I

My Child Learn
Thin3s Not Learned 19. 0 0 0
In Public. School

My Child Like School 2 , 1 0 3.8 0,3

My Child HaVe the
Fteedom to Learn 16 3 0 3.8 o.1
At His Own Speed

My Child Have Friends 15 3 1 0. 3.8 0.3
At the School

my Child Leary Hard
Skills (3R's) 10 3 4 1 . 3.2 1.0

I Can Influence the
Decisions of Teachers 14 4 0 1 3.6 0.6

I Can Influence the
Decisions of Parents 12 4 2 0 3.6 0.5::

I Like the Parents 7 11 1 0 3.3 0.3

The School ,i'orm 3 4 6 5' 2.3 1.1
A Community

The School Help Chvga 5 7 3 3 2.8 1.1.
American Education

-x-

One nonrespondent.
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to opportunities for public school reform and to receive solidary rewards;

There are some ambiguities in this table that will be discussed below; however,

the ieneral pattern is clear. Parents are most concerned with the educational

Program and their children's reaction to it. Their second interest is in

opportunities to control school policy. Reform interest and solidary' rewards

are least important.

Parents' spontaneous' comments are.eVen more clear. They join parent.

coops for.the educational program. In most cases.the quality of that program

is the major determiner of whether they. stay or go. The other possible rewards

are essentially fringe benefits. For instance, parents feel some guilt about

"deserting the public schools," but not enough to change' their course of

. action. They hope, that one byproduct of their schools will be some improve

ment in the public schools, but they are not willing to make reform .a major,

goal.

Diversity

The second major problem area is the diversity of interests among families.

All schools must deal with a range of interests among families. Often it seems

that if the school is to meet the needs of one set of families, it will not

be able to serve another. In this situation either some families will withdraw

or, more likely, they will try to change the school so that iL meets tneir necd2

as well. Conflict among parents often results.

I

The area on which parents are most likely to disagree is the tontent and

emphasis of the educational program. The educational ideology that inspires

free schools does not provide'clear directives.in this area. Yeq the famil5os

main reason for joining a school is to find a program that will meet its

perceived needs. Because the program, is so important, open disagreements
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about what it should ix like are very likely to lead to conflict. Each

family will insist on having its way.

A school's educational program has many facets, but those of greatest

interest to parents cluster around the concept of structure. Free school

parents follow the ideologists in being committed to providing their child

ren with a relatively unstructured environment -- i.e, one where the

children are confronted with a minimum of constraint and a maximum of

freedom to determine hew they will use their own time. However, parents also

want their children to learn basic syzmbolic skills including reading, writing,

and computation in school. Most parents recognize these as at least necessary

survival skills in American socity and want their chidren to develop a

facility at employing them. But children need instruction, guidance, and

some external compulsion to develop those skills. The need to learn them

creates a serious limitation on the amount of freedom children can have in

school. This general formula does not help specify how much children in

school must be constraned or in what ways. While the ideology of free schools

has helped to raise this question, it has not helped to solve it. In practice

the more importance parents attach to these hard skills, the more likely they

are to substitute academic performance for freedom in the classroom as the

major criterion of a successful program.

Table #1 indicates that the parents do*in fact disagree among themselves

about what the content of a school's educational program should be. There the

disagreement centers around the teaching of academic skills. The number of

"very important" choices and the low variances on the first four items indicate

that parents essentially agree about the outcomes and qualities of the program

that thee items xrefer to. The questions about a child learning things not

learned in public school and about having the freedom to learn at his own pace

are the ones that best tap sympathy with the antistructure ideology.
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The distribution of choices for "learning hard skillsnis very different. The

variance for that item is as high as any on the table. It indicates that

parents have very different views on the importance of academic learning.

Additional evidence that parents disagree about the importance of having

an unstructured program or about the amount of structure that is desirable

and that these differences may promote schism in parent coops comes from the

history of Succens and Radical Schools. Each of these schools had problems

establishing operating classrooms beacuse at the beginning children were

unruly and the teachers would not or did not know how to control them.. In

each of these schools classroom disorder brought out latent differences among

parents about how the classroom should be run. In Success some parents wanted

order established immediately so that instruction in academic subjects could

commence while others felt that the children would settle down on their own

and were not interested in academic instruction. In Radical School the argument

centered over the responsibility of teachers to initiate activity. In each

case feelings were very strong and people were unwilling to compromise.

Disagreement in Radical School led to the departure of the Counterrevolution

grow?. Success managed to avoid strong polarization and schism; but at the

end of the year that school lost almost half of its families including most of

those most .strongly commited to academic learning.

Disagreement about how the classroom should be organized did not occur in

New School. The main reason for this seems to be that New School parents had

worked together on running a nursery school for several years.. It seems that

those who decided to go in on the elementary school had already developed

common approaches to classroom structure and similar goals for their children

in terms of schooling. The parents in the two other schools had begun without

a similar opportunity to develop common program goals.
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While 'differences over what a school's classroom structure should, be are

very likely to occur, other areas of disagreement exist as well. In'fact there

is no,accepted limit to the purposes that are legitimate Tor this kind of

organization. Any member can suggest additional goals.f0 a school; and if

his idea receives some support, it is'at least on the agenda. Some.decision

is necessary. This potential diversity of purposes cculd be an advantage

because it, could enlist support from a wider range of people. However, it

also increases the risk of conflict. The set of families that comes together

to start a school for their children may have very different opinions about

any proposed additional purpose. Even if they do not, takin g on additional

tasks or qualities may require some accomodation in the educational program.

Those who support the program as it is may be pitted against those who want

to add the new aspect to the organization.



THE ORGANIZATION OF PARENT CO-OPS

The problems of family-school exchange and inter-family diversity both

create problems for parent co-ops, but the second one is more significant

since it is a direct cause of schism. In describing relevant organizational

mechanisms, I will focus on these that reduce diversity among parents, those

that prevent. diversity from leading to conflict, and others that make some

contribution to the management and resolution of conflicts when they do arise.

Those arrangements that keep diversity from developing into conflicts are also

important for providing the benefits that are most salient to parents.

Parent co-ops rely on recruitment and selection to minimize diversity

among parents. Families begin their route into parent co-ops by choosing not

to use the public schools. Half the families in these schools withdrew their

children from public schools to put them in parent co-ops. The others thought

about putting their children into the local schools but decided against doing

so when they heard about local conditiol A family usually finds out about

parent co-ops through personal, word-of-mouth contacts. These contacts are

a first screening device since those who passinformation about a school tend

to do so primarily to those who seem to be good prospects. Some schools

operate feeder institutions nursery schools and kindergartens, These

feeders allow parents of younger children to get a good idea of what their

particular parent co-op is like well before'they must decide whether or not to

join it and to get used to the demands and advantages of the co-operative style

of running a school. The feeders also give parents in the primary school an

opportunity to look over the new recruits and subtly discourage those who do

not seem to be good prospects. In general, however, current members do not

select new families on the basis of ideological orientation of the parents.
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Instead, the new recruits, whether from feeder institutions or other sources,

are given a good look at the school. The old members rely on self-selection

to winnow out those who would not agree with.the current program of the

parent co-op.

There are important differences in the way the recruitment process works

in the school that is operating and the one that is still being planned. The

older institution has an established classroom. As a result members of the

school know what htey are selling and new recruits have a better idea of what

they are buying. If this classroom works in some sense, its existence is a

definite advantage for the more established school. Those who consider joining

the school have, a fairly good idea of what they will get and can act accordingly.

People still join only to be disappoifited because the school proves to be

different from what they expect, but this happens much More rarely when the

incoming family can observe and experience the classroom. One liability of

the new school is the high degree of uncertainty about how it will turn out.

Informal recruiting mechanisms such as personal contact and self-selection

are largely channels for passing information. When the information does not

xaiett'they are much less effective. A group with very diverse interest° is

therefore more liable to come together in a new school than in an older one.

Other mechanisms keep diversity among parents from developing into conflict.

Teachers play a major role in determining the effects of differences over the

educational program. In fact teachers can make two kinds of contribution.

First, conflict"will be avoided if they teach well. While definitions of good

teaching vary from school to school, two criteria remain fairly constant. First,

teachers should be able to limit the disorder and non-constructive activity in

the classroom in ways that are not greatly at./ariance with the orientation

towards individual freedom that most parents share. In the two new schools

inter-parentdiffrrences only became important when classroom behavior brought



them out. The direct causes of these classroom peoblcms seemed to be a

reaction against the previous restraints of the public' schools. and differing

and unclear expectations among children, parents and teachers. However, at

least at Alpha, teachers' lack of competence in handling group managment

probleme contributed to classroom chaos.

Once a frameverk of expectations for the classroom has been established,

teachers cnn defuse parent disagreeements by treating each child according

to the wishes of hats parents, 'fn pedagogical reform ideology calls for

individualized instruction. This theoret:Ical imperative can, within limits,

be achieved. By doing so and adjusting the approach taken to a child to the

wishes of his parents, teachers can make parent disagreements unimportant.

However, individualized instruction requires a great deal of skill and pre-

planning.

Teachers must either bring the necessary skills to the school or learn

them on the job. It is preferable if teachers come to the school with the

skills because learning them on the job entails a great deal of internal chaos.

Parent co-ops cannot help teachers develop the necessary abilities as parents

are not able to offer teachers effective supervision. In fact teachers must

often supervise and assist parents who want to work in the school.

The other contribution teachers make is in the area of parent-teacher

relations. COnflict will be avoided if teachers are willing to accomodate

parents and work with them. The teacher who takes a strong, inflexible posi-

tion on what the classroom should be like is likely to polarize parents into

warring faetions. This do s not mean that teachers ehould back dog,_ to parents

and follow every whim. Parent's look to teachers for leadership'-and respect

their judgement at leaSt once teachers have displayed their competence. The

ideal situation seems to be one ofVoluntary Co-operation where teachers take



the initiative tilt', are friendly with parents, shOw their interest in parent

ideas, and often an possible folloparent suggestions and requests.:

Where parent-teacher relations develop along lines of voluntary co-operation,

they arc based on the teather's belief that parents have sot° right to determine

the hind of treatment their child should receive, on friendship between parents'

and the teacher, and on a Sense that parents and the teacher share similar

goals for the schoOl. Where this kind of relationship does not develop,

trouble is likely. Parents do not control the rewards the the teacher finds

most compelling so that he can operate quite independently of, them. .Further7

more, firing a teacher is a difficult process. Before It is done, a headstrongL

teacher can drive away a large:number of families or polarize n11 members of

the school.

Because competent, to-operative teachers are soj.mportant to a parent co.

op and becaUse parents can neither help teachers improve nor control their

activities, teacher selection is one of the most critical activities in this

kind of a free school. Here again the liability of newness usually gives .the

adventage-to .the older schools. After several yearS of operation parents in

the Older institution ha4e-learned-what.the most crucial issues in teacher

Selectien'are'so that they know: what questions to ask. The older school's

pperating:classrbcm provides a true-to-life observation setting so that infor'

oration can b6 gathered on how candidates will actually act. :FurtherMorei the

older school will-usually have a staff of teachers 'whose judgement: is respected

to assist in the selection process. New schools have-nOne of these advantages.

Getting the teacher they need depends a great deal on luck.

The social organization of parents will help determine whether or not

differences on any issue Will,lead,to Conflict. Functionally specific

relationships tend to inhibit When,relptionS become more personal



and total two things seem to happen. First,' personal strains will become

group business. Individual disagreements but ceherwkiee irrelevant matters

will accumulate along with differences ow' wn the schoo3 should be and

help to form cleavages. Second, in mere cbs;k1c.,:. relationships differences

over "business" matters often can only be tole'eated with difficulty, especially

when that business is one of tls. ...actors that peovides the major content of

the relationship. When : :Its' 'enships me more d'ffusel c3) disagreements

become persona. Undre these conditioes risagreements eome into the open

at all, there is a tendency for than to C ekly be6me verysdni-,ense.

Although there are conditions th-, 'n keep jivernity of views from

developing into open confrontations/ the -. ,c resLse conflict among

parents does occur. What means do schools have for managing and resolving

conflict once it develops? Coleman suggests that the course of conflict in

communities depends on whether individuals place a greater emphasis on the

issues in question or on social relations. In this case his finding would

suggest that the greater the attachment to the organization as opposed to the

particular side of a given issue, the less sharp will be the conflict. Situations

-have arisen especially in, Success, where individuals chose to compromise cn

,

a particular issue in order to improvise means to save the school. However,-

loyalty to the institution is a slender reed when conflict develops inthese

schools. The development of loyalty takes .time. The school must prove itself

to the parents before they will develop that kind of attachment to it. Even

in SUccess commitment to the school was only strong enough to promote compro-

mise among parents who had been in the school more than one year. Yet, the

conditions that conditions that cause conflict are most likely to appear in the

first year before loyalty develops.



The emphasis must remain on the paucity of means for dealing with conflict

in these schools. The most likely resolution once a conflict has begun is

schism and the departure of one or more families. This result cannot be

conAdered a "solution" to the problem of conflict in parent coops. Rather '

it is a negative outcome that leaves the schools with a dangerous loss of

resources because of the loss of families.



This report presents a picture of an organization that suffers from what

Burton Clark (195) calls precarious values. Families join parent cowops.in:

search of an educational program for their children, and they Will only

remain loyal to the organization as long as iti)rovides that program. 'HOwever,

.

families join a school with very different ideas abbut what the program should

be. The crucial issue of disagreement is on how much structure -- that is

teaCher imposed planning of ,activities, discipline, and academic instruction

the school should have. Structure is a precarious value precisely because

there no agreed on definition about hou much of it is Optimal.

Three factors determine whether disagreeMent over structure will lead to

schism or large scale deseration or not, One of these is the amount of

disagreement itself. Conceivably, the range of disagreement. may be small.

It can be controlled through recruitment practices. Established schools have

mechanisms that ensure that families that join the school are very likely to

accept whatever program is offered. These mechanisms include recruitment by

word of mouth previous membership in feeder institutions such as affiliated

kindergartens, and orientation that :leads to recruit, self-,selectien.

Another factor is teacher activity. If teachers 4re competent enough to

maintain some order in the classroom parent disagreements mvnever be acti

vated. Furthermore, good teachers manage to take parents' wishes into account

when working with children in the open classroom context. As a result, some

students actually do receive more academic instruction and disciplen than others.

Finally, adamant, inflexible stands by teachers as to correct classroom procedure

are liable to polarize parents into pro and anti teacher attitudes. Teachers

who take more flexible and friendly approaches actually help hold parents

together.

The third factor is parent relations. Friendly, trusting relationships

among parents are important; but if those relations become too close and diffuse,



they may -- paradoxically -- promote conflict. Diffuse relations reduce the

distinction between personal and school business. Thendisagreementp about

. valued
educational prattices threaten personal relations while:perSonai 'ditputes

aggravate differences of doctrine.

Recruitment:practices, teacher activity, and parent social relationships

may all help keep disagreemenbs over the educational program from flaring

into open conflict. If conflict does doevelop, however, schism is likely

to result because these schools do not have any reliable means for managing

conflicts.
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TITLE:. An Attempt to Match Symbolic and 'Concrete Learning Modes

To the Needs of Inner City Learners of Mathematics

RESARCHER: Barry Hammond

JUNE 1973 FINAL R.EPORT.

This project. proposed as part of the Urban School Research Program

nears completioh The treatment or the instructional program was used

An amathematics course for inner city teachers. Evidence to date

indicates that the diversity provided by a concrete as well as a

symbolic learning mode' allowed personi,with a variety of mathematics

.backgrounds to become competent in mathematics and to have .positive

perceptions toward teaching and using mathematics.

In.my last report I noted thatAhe'data in this study had all been

collected and was ready for analysis. Since that time the committee

advising me on this study has recommended changes in the form of the

analysis of the data and in the design of the writeup. These changes

have necessitated postponement of the completion Of this project.

COnseUently the discussienHwhich follOwsareconeluSiOnStwhich are

indicated by the study rather than Verified conclusively by the analysis



The issue of what effect'schobling'haS,on learners'has been explored

from man viewpoints. FoeuSingon "the value of instruction Bloom (1971b)

12),after a synthesis of EOluMber of studies, reports that instruction

appears to account for abOut 20 to 25% of the Variation in achievement'

scores. Such a result may be expected for several reasons. (a) What

is MeaSured,byachievementHScores recall or memorization

skills., .(b)::These,recall'behaviorsare measured using sytbolie:test

instruments, and(e) Instruction is:viewed 'in general as a symbolic

activity carried on in verbal and written modes.

These reasons guided my planning of the study. It seemed logical'

that if the instructional methOd'could be diversified to include concrete

learningModes as well' as the symbollc,mere students would have access

to the'information :being oommunicatedlin the, learning settin. It also

seemed thatinereased achievement due to the diversified learning modes

Would be augmented still:more for inner city learners. The reasoning

4WherefollowSfrom the fact,thatpresent symboliceducation

seems most, easily grasped by suburban learners and least successfully

grasped by persons living in central:city:areas. Hence it would seem

that Morediversified instructional methods may induce greater gains

for urban learners than for their suburban colleagues.

A structure used for investigating the effects of instruction on

learning was that of Carroll's Model of School-Learning (1963 and its

subsequent development by Bloom (1971a) into a theory of mastery learning.

The results now available in this study will be discussed in this

framework. It must be noted that all the data collected in this study

has not been analyzed. Only test data on achievement outcomes will be

reported on here.

The results of this study indicate that the instructional method

used was successful. While many of the students entered the course
II/with major problems in the learning of mathematics approximately 65%



completedthe criterion test at a mastery' lever. It Was mentioned,

11" aboVe that in general, testing as well as instruction has been limited

to symbolic:modes. 4osides the written criterion test a concrete teSt,
1

using CuisenairerOds was adminiStered. On the average learners were

able to solve problems in this concrete'modeat,least t.s well as on

the written test. Anecdotal evidence, gleaned mainly from talking With

the learner's in. thiS study, indicates that a paralleLimprovement took

place in the students' disposition toward mathematics and toward the

teaching. of mathematits. HoWover this remains te'sbe corroborated by

analysis of the attitudinal self concept and anxiety measures given.

The instructional method used in this learning sequence was based

on two graups of factors which are termed curricular factors and human.

factors. Under curricular factors are included:

m) The:experience of learning mathematits in an environment that

closely patterns the real world of claStrooMs in WhichAhe

participants will soon be working.

b) The presence of apparatus which allows a multimodal and a

multisensual experience with the content being learned.

c) The availability of diverse materials which allow for Multiple

embodiments of each concept being learned.

) A curricular organization built around the structure of the

mathematical content being learned.

Under the human factors are included:

e) The importance of a consciousness by the learner of his

potential for growth and of a self conceptwhich anticipates:

the fulfilment' of this potential.

f) A realization of the val0e of the social' group as an aid to

learning.

g) AnatteMpt'to provide the opportunity: for enough diversity

in the environment to allOW each learnerto follow hia,

interests and aptitudes in learning

A teather with sincere expectations that edelistudent has

the potential formastery.'und some sensitivity. to the

diverse learning needs of individuals in the tlasSroom.:



The instructional 'factor's which Bloom ,(1971bi 11) indicates are

important to students in mastering a subject are :cuing:, practice and

reinforCement. This means that if the'stUdent-is clearly and'contin

uotisly,dire.cted to-the:objectives of the inStruction .if he is given

ample opportunity to repeat the skills involved and if he is reinforced

both positively and negatively during his learning-experionce)then the

possibility of mastery by the:participants is high. While these -three

strategies were involved in the instructional methOd used, in this study

they Were suberdinate to the curricular and hUman factors Mentioned.'

Further studies will be .heeded to tontirm whether the apparent.discrepr

ency between the mastery learning studies and this. study are real, and

if so to explain the achievement gains shown here. Two pOssible theseS

WhiCh account for the success shown by-the students in this program

:are suggested at this time. The first explanation is'that the objectives

Of instruction differed in this study froft.thOse of the mastery learning

studies. This study had as its goals that of preparing stUdents to

analyze and to synthesize algebra in a holistic ways and that of preparing

students to compute using algorithms. As well it had the suppliMentary

though interrelated goals of preparing the particiPants to teach Math

emktibs and to be positively disposed toward using:and.teaching.mathema-!.

toward.tics. Cuing, practice and reinforcement. may be oriented. mure.toward

such goals as memorizing 'facts for later recall.

econd explanation for the-discrepency :between the ihstructiOn 1*

Method-usedin this study and the strategieSuSod in mastery learningH

may rest With the learners. The learners in this study were :bilingUa4:

and were' representative of groups from lbw to median income levels for

the city. The Significant achievement gains experieneed by:Slith'' a

piuraliStit group Would seem:tbbel related to-the:corresponding diversity

in the learning environment prOVided by the curricular and the huMan

factor's lised.

14y conclusions from this study embody

possible goals tor instruction are

cognitive doo.in

'many.

(13lboa4 1956) from

both of these explanations.

They may vary in

simple recall



creative and diVergent goals of analysis;, synthesis andeValuation.

And in theAlffeetive domain (Krathwohl,' 1964) objectives may range

from simply interesting a person ilOt Topic to that of developing a

philosophy of life. My observations are that instructional goals :tend

to center' on the low level ObjettiVes of siMpleHrecall of 'facts in the

cognitive domain: with little' or no attention paid to the affective

domain goals. When attention is given'tp the affective domain the

focus is on developing'interest and not on helping a student to acquire

a disposition or a tomMitment:to involve himself, in the discipline. I

believe that inner city learners are Seeking broader outcomes from

their educational :experience that the memorization of faCts Hence,

it seems their success rate in learning institutions would be improved

if these goals were diversified.

2. Possible modes of instruction are many. One can teach using, the

lecture method:which utilizes a highly symbolic verbal mode of commun.,.

ication, or textbooks, visual aids and concrete, materials may be used

to suppliment the verbal mode. This use of concrete and ikonic as well

as the symbolic mode provides for a pluralistic educatiOnal environment.

I believe such a diversity of learning modes better meets' the needs of

inner city learners for two. re0ons. First, thisgreup embodies

knowledge, skills and dispoSitions of greatyarietydue to a plurality

of backgrounds,.. language and experiences within: the group. Second,

this' group deviates greatly from the norm of middle American values and

background. Thus, if the unique aptitudes and motivations:broUght by

inner city, learners are to be optimally utilized El.diVerSity of:learning'

modes and instructional environments Must be provided.'
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Purnoso of Research

Urban educational nench-1 are placinF an ever increasinq, strain on

the reseurces (?.:)Alable to cope with the. problos.of a child in the innor

.city, Conseouv.ntl, it is increasin4ly important that the :nOnny that

is available.is.sed in the nott ffontivo way possible. This emphasis

oncost officiehey haS_ resulted ine#erimental exaMintions of proposed

educational prorams. Urforl..unately, these research projects have

syster'atically excluded consideration of a crucial variable--nkmelythe

effects that imPlementation have on the structure and result of the

progr71. To be success, a program r.lust not only be effective in the .

experimental situation, but it must also be'effective after it has one

through the i mplementation process in'a real inner city community,

The yurnose of this research is to examine the variables in the

jmplymentation process which. alter the- eventual effectiveness ofthe

pro ;',-,ram. .: The specific Variable which clearly has the. greatest effeCt

on educational programs but which oddly enough has been least subject

to s-,stematic investis'ation is the educationalpolitical mileu in

community. The sigle si,-,-znificant piece of research in this area i

Robert Crain 's The Polities,--o^ School Deseg.r6gatin which identifies

acquiscence of the board of education as theAominant''variable in the

local community's policy toward integration. Hm"reVer this valuable.

work only deals with the integration issue and', ignores less ControVcrsia.

programs like.Rea",.i Start, day care, perTormance contracting and the

responses to these prbi-its. Crain's technioues and ap r!,'oach



need. to be replicated on these issues. A more naturalistic approach is

'called for to reveal the structural dynamics of the political brocess and

their effects on an educational program.

Eethodologien

In order to reveal the significant political variables of program

implementation, t:o matched case studies of a recent educational in-

novation have been prepared and analyzed. The relevant and researchable

case study chosen .as performance contracting which is perh,tps the fastest

growing educational innovation in the country. From one perfOr:innce

contracting project three years ago, there are now over two hundred in

operation.
. -

and Hammond

The politics of performance contracting in two cities, Gary

Indiana,has- been examined. In each case it was shown that

community's political-educational'.there 'is a -strong relationship between the

-7^

.structure and the scope and educational effectiveness' of it s -performance

The, two communities werethen-i:Onpared:

of datawere utilized to cOnduCt.this research.

scholarly materials Wer.ecensUlted to ProvIdea background.'ef. the

literature on political-educational interactions. Other written materials

were also consulted and proved to be invaluable in the research. These

materials included new!fpapers, maFazines, correspondence, board minutes,

newsletter', dissertations, government reports, and union minutes. Finally

interviews With ate r. oximatelyfi.fteen edueationalpelitical actors were

sCheduled'.and conducted dur ne, the course of the:project. A mere complete

list of the various methodological tools utilized

ancendix of this report.,

for the project appears.'



,

TheWriter has arriv-.t.i at ti4o conclusions conotning the relatiOrship

between the com,unity o:.)litic0-ednertional milou and performance contrnotinR

effectiVenoss. First, th::1 scope and odueational stccese of aperformance

contracting pront c.'droetly.rol:Aed to tho type of c.ieision-makIrc,..

strategy which Hfind secon..1, the deci:7;3.on-tak1r strategy hieh'is.

confic tho plileu of thc cFlo;lunItv,. In

hypc:thoes, they ma::or charaoteristies of 1n

cduetional evete..r. ij1 bo identifi,A thoSe of a. morc,traditionAl Corrc:unity.

It is hoped edudator::will be al:ao to use 'this typol6;,..y of an "inrntive"

sy5tom wher their .cf:lu:-.,tional dollP1 .. do thc

moet rood.

Contrar:timr Restl'!t!: in Cary Pn-1

Gary's Performance contractinc.; pro5;ram, initiated in September, 71_970, _

involved fhe restructuri.ncc an entire existins school. Behavioral 7:eserch

lAboratories, An educational corporatjon in P.1:10 Alto, California, siRnd A

four year 2,500,GOOdoilar,cOntract to teach etudes at the HBanneker olementar

School: on a moneY backjarantee., Tr-'4 terms' of the::contractthe

firm woUTd eic;h,t hsludred dollar .? annuall:7 for each of the eiRht hundred

students in the school. Yet the most unique fopturo of the DAnneker Program

was the scope of Behavioal Research Laboratories'( LIs) poors. Gary is the

first bir; city f.,chool sysLem in the con!...ry to turn over the operation...3 of an

entire school system to a orivP.te firm. BRL wes to staff and orc:anize the

school, Provide all materials, develop non-Rraded individualied'learning

proRrams., train and develop teacher and adMinistratore, and implement a
.



Parent-community participation program.

.The po.;ers of the business corporation in Hammond's. performance

contractin project were .far less comprehensive. The business

cerporat:I.on's powers (learrirg- Foundations, ino. Of 'Athens Georgia)
. .

were, confined to only two hours of instruction daily, one hc:ur for

readin and one hour for math. Students were plucked out of their

classes for-these:164 hours Of instruction and then returned to theM

for the re.,!ainder of the school. day, In other words, while BP.L's

control over Fanneker was 'nearly absolute,. Learning Foun:lation's

structional opportunities were severly

and

TheSe: two types of performance contracting proSramscomprehenive

partial-16e. to exremely different educational 'results. Gary's

Performance contraCting. program,which Was the natioh'p- most comprehens v6,

was also the nation's most successful. Prior to the beginning of the

Baneke experiment, seventy-five per cent of Panneker's gradUaV45;

were belay; srade levels in the fundamental skills,: howelfer, after

ne'On's firSt year of operation under EU this rate OfprogressHSeemed to

be statistically reversed. At the end of 2PI's first the,'achieveMent

predictions'for Earreker s students:were' thatSeventY..fiVe per cprt

the students inAhe 'primary grades would:gradUate from the school

performing at or abOverade'lewls in, readins or Math or both.

In contrast to the everAelmins success of the Gary project, the

nisv.,lts of Ham7lord's perfor7Ancecontracting project Were quite dis.

anncinting. The Office of Foonomic C'pportunit3.-, who ran the project,

termed the results of the. project "statistically insignificant:

A comnarison these two performance contracting programs indicates



t!-At one of .tlair major clifferonCc,q; ,;a;., the dr-.1rop of amin:istrative

el!rri'culum oontrol givon to the.privote corpor'Ition, th,7!

c=1-.r),Is utili'2.Pc1 in Part ,4,:r(7.1

:s! *nt wLs

an:1

t'nC. 1%,..ctors An .1:)-7m::,.2-1(.1's and

O f ea.o Ho(.m1,

co--ipresive:nre;:ra-% liko.Gary's makes tl.,o rrivato firm rlore

T ore :-.;1.310 to t

arri incrasos. t1::o ofporformance contractinr,.

Thus, *E.rl'oncO contractir?; suOccs tiali fom

rat,72. co7.:prenons-Ivenes

Fantor'; Conducji! .a to a Comoroensive P:,A.forarno

ational

2rorram

clOso 1,1,c,t,rPen pro,,,ram:cm-Inreprsiverieo snd..e'(.uo-

raise:; an inportt 'Ant factIrs Tead

aHccrn7Unit. to choose f.he :troest. E.J.4.-mdsteflectikre,.-nerformara con.

tract:DroFram: One-ofTtle Most cijOial prOc.,,rarn:strr,rt

has thu.s..far nei-ar.)6t6d--the proCeSs of 1 Cision-:raki.-

.T.-Aslf.,ads tc: contPntiOn of tMs 'the S . "-,`.h and

effc?oti,..,.6nPss:of. a rerforr-.ance contracting pro?,ct, is relati:,fA to the

t7ytr:,' ir'p? e11;*:il-tationistrateie that.are:utilzd. ThoreHare

0.1" cOntrotihg:deoisicn

c.,?ntraTIzE.,d The contrali:;e1 iMoloentation str.tltrE:



S

nvolveLl only a tsw actors .in 'a .non-barairrinz str;Tteu whero policy

makinz Powers are not delegated.ond remain tho exclusie domain ef the

board of education and suberintcw2cnt. On the othor hand, thedeeontrali%od

planning strate:zy has' a broad:scope of doc:3sion-makirj end invo'ives all

the Major Nlitical-Oducation. actors in tho policy t%ak

Trio powers bf the 'boa:cdand superintendent 'are we,7i.k. and dillutod.

Gary arid Fammond serve as excellent 0.ya11101J1s br t}es t,40

impler!:entation stratos?.ies; GAry's impl.ementation strategy conf5.gures a

contrali-4od strateFy while Hamendls'resebleS a decentralized. one

Evidence ironeach case study 3.; quite A centralized implementatiOn

strategy(Gary) results in a more oomprehenslveand edlloan.onally effective

perfOrmance contmoting program, r ile a .deoentralized strateu(Ilatmnond)

reSults in an increental and educationally disasterous performance

contractin prograr.

Stratey.cf Centralized Implementation

Gary's.,perfornlanceContraCtingproject was' impler:lentod throuq,h a

hi7thly:centrnT'd decisien-MakinEr.;process... No Comp

took ni.ace. TeachrsWere not notified of the program, and they Were not

offered' any job Or 'salary SeCUrity. The ,recoMmendations of the Stote.:

1-ebartment of ?ducatien were AknOr'ed and sinceno:federal,meneY Was

reouestedi no .;,ruidelines had lo be met. ! Only the school :..sUmerintendent,

board 'president, and the husinessfirmTresident knew about the project

before it was adotted. .

This contral.Lied i.mple nLatice sty'atou led to a series of bitter

onnfiletS !'..1,tween:schooi city .rin r other educational interests over'the

final Prrfermance "contraCtin program. ',Teachers threatened Strikes,''

the state:revoked accreditation and sor;ie administrators were resistant.



Nevertheless, In the en: the Gary prog,mm was adOpted,'and it was a strOng

one It became the only performance contractin.7, project in the nation to

tran2fer thE oueations of an entire school to a private corporation .

And, as discussed earlier, because of :its radical nature, the Oar::

stivliated ..ains in educat end achiovoment 3rvels of its stdents.

Thu the Gary soloo1 politic:s of 'amj..planninF.,1,..;as largely

r!:spOnIble for .P.Anneker's strength and oducational sucCes5.;,

(-..Lrpto.----v of 1.).-1-centralied lml.q.ementatIon
,

In HaMond. compre'innsivc.planning with all education actors. did

occur. Teachers wore consulted and theState I)nartMent of clucatiOn

WA5 informed of orogramdeveloPments. Stringent federal guIdclines foz

Office of Fconomic Oppertunity performance contracting fundinc: were met.

School city took steps to ad just its performance contracting program to

avoid-offentling important educational actors. Yet the resulting program

was a weak one. After all the education actors.had their say Hamnondts

T.1,2rformance ovetracting.projetwas, a small. policy change. Contracteil classc

net only two honrs a day and the school administrationratherAhan the

Contracting firm was 1, control:Of poliey decisions. rC.'ecee o of Its do'f.

cent,alized,.strategYCf imolementatioh HaMtOnd,'s.,'preieCt wns increrental

ratherthana'radIcal'eduCational cnari;e:.

The different stratgies.ofdimnlementation and their

res.ults has sole important implications for educational .policy Makers.''

of ftnclir7. to adept a decentralized planning Strategy.:

HaMmend,..n*ies'shoul(1 co t o communities.. like Car which Hare

to '4,:lent a centralized andeucationally effeti.ve ..process.



nefleetc the Co-,,;rupity's--L.

Eduzional-t'olitic,n1

uhether ae:r!munity adopts a compreensive ard centralized trocesa lik,

Gary or a docenvelized and inc:eMental one like Vanmond depends on the

nature 3nd nricrIties of the community's! cdueationTelitical mileb. In

the v.litically farable citiez ;performance cOrAracting* has the rcatest

or i.oSultin; in meaninfUl gains, in eaucational achievement.. the

educatienal-onliticel mileus which favor e4.ucational change and centralization

aro temod 'inov,-,tive and those which aye decentralized and conservatiye

are t,,r31 'traditional! Gary's mileu is primarily 'innovative', resulting

in per orance contracting s!;. ct-ss, while i:ammond's is'traditional'resulting

in terf"ormace contracting failure.

Garr - - the innovative iTeu

Gary's.e:lueation-political mil u is characterized by two features

which increase its receptiveness to radical performance contracting

exteriTets: l). rcordering-Prierities of civil and school cities 2 . Cent-

ralized education-3_,olitical institutions.

Gary is govrned by a black oriented goVernmentI:hich came to power

with the rise of an extanded and mobilized black constituencey. The my;*:

mayor, Richard Hatcher, unlike the past r:achine rulers, adopted polemic

chan7e and onerationalized some innovative, chanEe-oriented policies.

Once in tower, this new radical government initiated chanFe:-; in the

edr.cAt.iona1 institutions as well as the political ones. Primarily through

the a :)oointment of new innovative blacks to the board of educatian, the

strUctures transfiprmed the old rlachine.board into an



.innevat3vrl, rce"hhIcr-, one. Thc end result of this poliicical-educational

interaction 1;,5 (.=s(. c.,Cradical policy. priorities in th i7.6vernment. a, d.

scbools were f.c!.vorable to o:yllproh'ensivc proramn likc perfer'n!nec

o,..)tractir

inntitutioHE: also i.nen....cd

the oom44:uriv's bi7itto iiio an e!len ras ioa tN d l t prec lk

performance contractin. In CC_ 'y tern 1 L ! notieeable lack of

disscnt majo.r citv-civilactorcl. The /1 -! ,or unerafly.

sColtiorts the r'Idical of thc bo.%rd and :-alpointendont and thene is

a slisintr amunt of u.na!limity ':rithin the baLy.d and bet.1.:een. the board.

and s;iperint,::ndent. This. super'intc.ndentoard-nayor ai7rc,emt eases.te.

adoption or hi7.:1qy contrevensial!radiOP1 inose

ozilitical-educational n'3Ut:itioni.: present a onh;ef311,-e foridable frent

har7aininy with ho5;tile :=-4,ruus like the teachers tnian andthe

stpte. In othc.r words a centralizecl-noIltioP1 ,:.',;(2atienfn-te.:71novideo

the clout t() !fl.,11-Jlerrt ;:d0eAlon

characteristic °T an. nevAtive 4OcCerrInce.cOntraot1n

Char:P.otcr]f,..1,-:s Inr:tive

Cdo.qt!i2n:,I!pribritis:?s!
! .

Centrald! riolitieal,educationa institu.tien.s

tO:tolertecelytrersy.-

4 Ccntralitod pro6ess oC.itplencnttiOn

4 it. r,U.

Unlike Gary,. '7!arlmons mileu is unfay.ar ablc:!.

to the developrIcht of .a.enmorchensivo performaneo ccntraeting!!prml:rm.



The'traditional! bas tdo rri,,ary rh;.,raoi:.eri:3ticS decrese

t.he posF.iibility of' czThcationaT cliet 10 its polAa1

cty. 1b7.-L71.11J,!-,1.; havr!Irl;An::(t..t:s olio)

institvicns

TY111..a pr."1,:ities of aro

an!.i is contolleri by- n.n

iv 1.:....re.o6ncern,-id with

t: 1n ex.istim :ha it;

!sit.: tho fact t;:it Ham7,1c::1(1's schools relatively indenen4q:nt

of thecenvative influences of .he iac1 :- ivii city, it too

a:iotc, a ;-7.imiliar set of maintenance nolicy .The schcol

cc eri with ircent!il: chars which.conso1.4date tho"

JLI

po74ers of thostatus co than it is with to implement real.

in5titutionalcharl7e, This carbe .een by eining thr. ctive treat

education:.:1 at 1e vOcchero whil:

1 ierallybei1 7, forncieral which to nrese?.ve

:'i..Rthel-Hthan to de'stroy' 'Tn

of'safo'inn.7-,vations.a:ra,hcal pr:1-.foarce conttrctinp, exi.::oimert hits

cl..ince for sticcess.. The. r' ' o1 b cauctant to deler,ato rç 5 -.

a private firm this would aTienate:C7:e.ther'edi.)cti2n:acl.ors

and f-!isturb the status-n.o'.',. C..;ary, mai.ntenance nolicy

cc make it ui i for its,:v,chnolst.o initiate a c-,-;:,1prehr,.hs170

e(lucationaTlysuccerul perferance

The sr-,..con'Icharz,Oteristic:of 1:!am.:lond's

i, its 3ecnntreli7.ed naturo. ru the boar:-.!, superint6ont,.and

sipU2oltive l!a.d similiar views. on.edlleational
. .

. . .



oresnntad a chesiire unit with a p.eat dt;'.11

ciclut to those hcr,tiln to the inplemont;Ation of that cha In H:..mr;ond

-this is vet thf: caso. politcal :3t1-1.vntl1rE, constanl.ly oonflicts.

-71t the. hc,lrd
arc', to the

In iv.it1On the .o.oari3 .1s elivic.?rd

i5.nto two hesi..ile facti--the
Taohinc:. ools t:.nd the civie referme.t.s i?.ecausc.

these. 'S.-I1,-rca.16
confli;:ts,it tosin

clot to
co.r.:orlThen.sive policy C1 f E In cA .:op

lAcks

educatienreforrl And is f:.nhrally a Cnar3cLOrl!'..t1c

traditioal .z.rformanO.contr,s:cting rileu..

Ch.,..i.racter'' Trz:. 'Perfor,ance Cont'ractircr,

1- laintor=i.nne politinal and eftcatio'..:n.1 priorities.

2, Decertl.!..2.d political ard educational irr.titutions

Desire. to AvoLd -conflict and
pol:IcHles

Decentnlid p14.6ces5 of m

h.as.twoHmajor 1.11pTicatiOns'fbr.educators A?1,1

federal oollcy4m1ers

aro.based.ot

1

Fii7stithety-o2160es.of traditi,,n,q.ar.c!

two 'ease :11.161.esWhi:'.2h-Are. too

After man,/ not -e coM-unities'ha-ve
be.Pri.vesti.-atedcnocurato:.

t,v.roloa;ir:s he.Aeveicpc2r.i. Th.,.:-effortS of futvre

'oerred with reftlj.rp: these _tyOcTlc.;_;
r.

the political vai-iables
th'e educationh ef.fect-,'



ive-nss of per''or:Irnce contractiN przins.

Second, bofore furis aro rrnatcd from federal, foun:lation, or busi,xss

sourer,s for pz-)rformance contracting projots comprohecnire

rust undertlkh of the cc.r:qunity's
stxu,:turoc

policy priorit. All thc community's civil clnd nchr)ol aotor.,Crom civ

cow-toil membersto teachers uniDn officials must bo Intervim.od in depth,

are thes(:.actors to toloratc nontrciversy? .What.kindof'docisidn7

-rakirq prOoes,; have ::ho utill.ed in 'the. past? s. the. Corununityaloser

to. the inr6vativ or.treditional nelicymileuS?

mayor,

PNst actions of the boarC1,

toachers, etc. rust he examined .to determine

each actor has exhibited in the past.

the dezree

Aft6rthe:co.mmonity has

of innovati.on

ben analy7,od,

and cate7ori7ed, it should pivon no funds if it resembles a traditional

rileu 'since its policies will be dilluted into incremental and e-1,ucation.al7

ineffective disastors. Rathc,r ''onies should be given to communities like

Gary w'rich corfi7,urt, the cl--:racteristics of the innovative typolo.-,y. It

is orly in communities like with an active coriatTient to c'flancy:, n rrj

t're asoill to imploment it t:-.at porformarce contrciir;; has any chanc

for success.
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LI27.1: The primary level, classroom teacher.is called. upon to,

perform myriad taskS, two of the most important being reading and

arithmetic instruction. Differences in the way these two Subjects

are taught by the same teacher not only reflect how she attempts to

influence a class but, perhaps equally important, how the 'class

and the curricula seem to inifuence her. This study compared how

111

reading and arithmetic'were tattzht'bY six, third-trade inner-city'

teachers to thter self-contained classes under normal conditions.'

The method involved both macroscopic, nonparticipant observations

and microscopic recordings of teacher-student interaction. each

class was :visited for at least :five 'days. The .paradigmatic ques-

tion :asked was this E.T.ow do curricula and pupils Influence teach-

ing teChnolo10 'Concrete;, :what are the differenc es 'and siMilar*-

ities.in the way a third-gradeteaCher instructs reading and arith7-

metic'?,:' Does Shp look :more like other teachers teaching the san!EILH..:

subject than she looks like herself teaching different subjects

The answers. put:forth:are tentative, :since: they are based on in-

Complete:data. But it does seem certain that the variations with-

An teacheic corresponding :to different curricular :Segments are re-

flected in aliumber of predietable ways in the observational data.

For examPle,.:the reading teacher Is more negative, passiVe, less.

positive, .and makes more irrelevant responses than the arithmetic

teacher. Also, it was found that Variations in the time spent. on



diverse activities within 'the period observed Were groat. In some'

classes, .the .amount of time spent bY.the teacher in reading instruc

tion was three or four times that of. others. This was true at the

level of the individual -student as well, so that some Students were

reading literally hundreds of (teacher. - supervised. more than

others. The implication8 of this findirig. were touched upon.



Introduction

The Primary Teacher at Work: & Comparison of Technologies

Used in. Readinvand_ArithmetiC Instructien

D. F. Soltz

Conventional wisdom concerning teaching, as well as a sizable body of

research, would strongly indicate that there exists some pure form of "good"

teaching as wcll.as "bad." Efforts to identify the "good" and the "bad" have

led to observational.studiesof classroom teachers situ, followed by a

content analysis of their verbal interchanges with the class.. None of the

research thus far reported seems to .yield a consistent picture.of what

"good" and "bad" consist of. But if most teachers are cOnsidered'"coMpetent"

and judged so by their peers and principals, then there is some reason to b

lieve that the search for good and bad may have been a falsely conceived one.

This study takes the view that the classroom--the elementary classroom

at least-- is a system that allows relatively little room for manipulation by

teachers. The conventional classroom, that is, is comprised of such commonplaces

as students with particular ability levels (determining the level of curricular

materials that are applicable), an agenda prescribed by the dictates of central

office pet.Sonnel and custom, and.a teacher with

energy. Given these commonplaces, it seems clear that the teacherjs' left with

;options that deal with the mesh between the real -life students and the curtic-.

ular expectations of the Larger 'system. Her task is one

ProduCtion of correct respOnseS of students to curricular materials.

e:.more'Or less ;creative in.doing this,Hbut she is clearly reliant on the

Students in, the process. The point is that most teachers are adequate to the

task, and observations of their rooms,reveals more similarities than differences.

But more important, most teachers seem to b "locked" into

behavior by the nature of the class

certain patterns of

room and curricula itself, so that teachers
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(whether good, bad, or indifferent) do much the same kinds of things in the class.

Their behaviors reflect far more the nature of ecological constraints within the

classroom than they do any qualitative differences in the teachers themselves.

The Wight of the contextual constraints on the teacher is reflected in

how subject=matter differences affect teaching behavior. In the self-contained

elementary classroom, the same' teacher instructs the same children in differ-

ent'subjects. If the subject-matter

as the reasoning leads us to believe,

influences are as prepotent.an influence

behaviorthen some differentiation'of

by the teacher seems very likely. It is to the behavioral differences in

the teacher's total repertoire of activities used in instruction that this

study turns. Does a given teacher look more like other teachers teaching the same

subject than she looks like herself teaching different subjects? This is

the key question. What is there that is consistent

varies? And do the variations make sense within the context of what curric-

ular differences might lead us to believe?

In order to test the bearing of stitect-matter on teacher behavior, we,

turned to a relatively narrow, albeit important, comparison: reading and arith

metic instruction in third-grade classrooms. Like the conventional observational

studies, this focuses on the interactions between teacher and students that

ore public, verbal, and recordable. Unlike most observational studies, this one,

keeps track of the curricular setting that is, involved as well as the individt

acroes situations and what

ual student talking. Within this observational framework, we are seeking to

define and observe those behavioral indicators that are similar across

matter's as well as those which differentiate between them. We note in

subject

passing

that the interplay of subject-matter and teaChinvactivitieshaS-beenrelatively

untouched by previous research. This seems true because, -of the reductionistic



approach taken by other investigators. Curricular research has. largely failed

to obtain classroom observational data, but observationally oriented studies have

rarely concerned themselves with curricular matter. As a :result we know next

to nothing about what differences exist in the distribution of frequently ob-

served teaching behaviors such as teacher talk, praise, explanation, and the

like, This study is descriptive so that some baseline data may be obtained

on the interplay of teaching activities thought to be significant and the sub-,

ject matter being taught.

In addition to subject- matter considerations,' are those of individual

variations in the students themselves. While it is granted that vast differences

across social settings are correlated with differences in student ability, this

study concentrates on those ability differentials that occur within a given

inner-city classroom. Since the teacher's definition of 'the students' abil-

ities and not necessarily the standardizeclmeasurement of them is crit-

ical to classroom functibning, no attempt was made to measure these differences

systematically.. Rather; this study relied Onthe .teacher's definitiOn: of

student ability by extracting this froth her .division of the class into ability

grouPs and the distribution of individual help to given students 'She was Al-

so asked to articulate some bases for her judgements, of different dtudents in

het room.

The influence of curricular variations on behavior of the teacher in

the'clasSrooMcontexttay be illustrited 1)y. an example. Preliminary data in-

dicated that the teacher gua reading teacher was much more negative than the

same teacher Raa arithmetic teacher. The reason apparently lying behind

this difference is that the nature of the reading process itself causes teachers

errors rather than on their correct oral readingF.



Now this finding has rather broad implications (if it is supported by other

observations) since a major theoretical position in school learning dictates

that positive reinforcement of correct responses by the pupil leads' to the

greatest increments in achievement. if reading is taught "aversively" (Staats

& Staats, 1962), then it follows that learning may be more difficult than

say in arithmetic.

What seems to be required here is a quick comparison of the subject-

matters of reading and arithmetic so that some bases can be located for dis-

cerning the particular behavior patterns that may best reflect the differ-

ences and similarities in the slassroom conduct of instcuction. For this we.

turn briefly to a framework drawn from industrial sociology that may well be

extremely appropriate. Perrow has characterized "technology" (1968) as

having tw8 aspectsi the number of"exceptional cases" encountered in the work

process and the nature of the search process that is undertaken when exception s

occur. A "routine" technology is one typified by few exceptional cases and

a rationalized, analyzable search procedure. "Nonroutine" technologies entail

a large number of, exceptions and a search that is neither logical nor analytic.

Turning to the subject-matter comparison that we are making, it appears that

whole number arithmetic operations may well be classified as more "routine"

than reading. The "noise" inVolVed in answering arithmetic problems

algorithmic manner in which:this can :be done are peen as fitting Perrow7s

conception of exceptionality and a tationalizqd search.. AS an example, arith-

metic is frequently taught to ,the 'whole class onseatwork' basis as opposed

the less " routine" reading structure of small7group, oral presentations.

Diagnosis of error in arithmetic is more rationalized

of the "chunk" is also important: aritinaetic is

illustrates a single rule. Other differences



difficult problem of "meaning" or comprehension in reading, the irregularities

of English orthography, the less than universal rules used to define the gram-

mar, and the like. The complexity essentially leads to a deroutinization of

reading instruction. That is, if there are several possible reasons for an

error, .,for several apProaches'to analyiing it; judgment is called upon and

no clear routine can be formalized. The'mixture of methods found in curric-

ular materials used in the teaching of reading (eg., look-say and phonics em-

phases are both currently used in many series) would also tend to have a

deroutinizing effect-for example, the child may not, know which of several

approaches to reading a given word is the correct one. And the teacher

may not know which method the child used, hence cannot respond with certainty

to the child's answer.

Routineness may be noted too ias:warying with the, ability levelsof

the Students. Simply speaking, a high ability student, by 'definition, pro -

duces moreroutine response- -that is, more correct ones. 5imilarly, the

poorer student is the more non - routine; he produCes errors and errors ,must

',be dealt with by the teacher, feedback:correcting them gii.ren, and thereby

attention paid to The-nature of the feedback' May'liary, we halie noted,

between the pubject-matters of reading and arithmetic. It may for instance

^,
be postponed to a degree in arithmetic owing to that subject matt:erg!, more

:Concrete response end- point -- often a Written product. Reading orally is

fleeting, evanescent so that:errOrs must be resolved as they occur.'



Methods and Procedures

The scope of this study is as broad as the funtioning primary-level class

room itself, so that a method responsive to that large an environment'seemed

necessary. But at the same time, a way of analyzing the communicational pat-

terns themselves at a microscopic level of the teacher with each individual

student in the class-was required to allow judgment of the dore detailed ways

curricular differences were responded to. The method finally used was a combi-

nation of the more global', informal field urork approach that is typically that

of the nonparticipant observer together with the use of tape recordings to

analyze in detail the patterns of communication occuring between the class-

room occupants. The latter material--tape recordings of working sessions in

reading and arithmetic instruction--are thereby preserved for analysis at

a later time when a detailed comparison can be made. At .that time too the

field notes taken by the observer, and keyed to the tape recordings, can be

combined with them.

The major comparisons of teaching "style" across subject areas are mad e

using data collected from six, third-grade, inner-city classrooms. To simplify

interpretation, of the results, all classes observed were within the normal ranges

of ability, are racially homogeneous (largely black, inner-city students), use

basal reading approach of a major national publisher, have female teachers

with at least four years of teaching experience judged "competent" by the

principal. All schools were part of the Chicago Public School system.° Contact

with each teacher took the following form. The principal was initially asked

if he would allow an observer to enter the school to observe and record the

work of one of his thlrd-grade rooms. Fol&wing approval, he was asked to

suggest the name of teacbiqrs he thought might be open to haVing an. observer*
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in their classroom for a week's time at least. These teachers were then con-

tacted personally by the experimenter, told that he was interested in finding

out more about how claSsrooms worked, and an appeal. made to the teacher's feel,-

;ngs regarding having more pertinent data deriving more directly from real-life.

teaching situations. Visits were arranged always on a tentative basis,A)end-

ing the teacher's approval and reppecting the scheduling of the classroom itself.

Come tiMe, often about four hours, was spent in simply adjusting, as 1 nonpor-

ticipant,to the situation (and allowing the classroom situation Lo restore it

self to normality, given the presence of an observer). Names Of,"stUdents.were.:

memorized at this time

Only about half of the teachers originally contacted were subsequently

used in the study. The reasons for exclUsion of the others'veried: some simply

refused; others, it turned out, did not use.standard publishers',materials to

any extent that was usable in the context of this study; still others,had

problems controlling the classroom to the extent that they were adjudged to

b 'atypical. Too, some had arrangements of exchange with other classrooms

so that pupils were moved to different groups in different rooms, destroying

the self-contained nature of the room.

In all, six classrooms were observed, and tape recordings of their

working seesions in reading and arithmetic accomplished. Each was in a dif-

ferent school, lbutall were in low-income, largely black areas of the city.



The results reported here must be considered interim ones, since the

bulk of the recorded data are not yet coded'and in the form where even, summary,

results canbe reproduced. Hence, the findings reported below stem from the

field notes of the observer taken dUring classroom observations. As such they

are subject to revision or expansion when the final data are analyzed.

The degree, to which reading is a less "routine" subjectmatter than arih-

metic should be reflected in a number of indicators. We shall note several

here. The amount of time spent in self-correcting feedback is far greater

in arithmetic. Indeed, it appears that at the primary level, the.teacher

acts as if the child can correct little reading behavior. For while they

assign silent reading emercises, they nonetheless ask questions following

the reading to verify itsadequacy. And of course, the entire point of an

oral reading group is to monitor the children's

The implications of this are widespread.

ited In the amount of time she can spend with any given pupil.

reading ability and comprehension..

The teacher is extremely.lim-

Put otherwise,

the individual student may receive the opportunity to read less than a sentence

in a given day

times when scheduling disallows reading group sto be completed, a given child

may receive nozinstruction at all If then one argues that timejs

pertant elementin the learning process, thet,deficit in reading abilities

Of inner-city children might stem' from their simply receiving only a few

minutes per week of supervised reading instruction. And note that reading

rust be supervised closely as we remarked above. It.cannotbe carried on

by a simply Well-intentibned student, as arithmetic can.



A'key observational result was then the clear importance of time. As

o the teachers themselves, there was wide inter-class variation in time spent

on varying tasks such that it must be condidered a major differentiating var-

iable in the six classes observed. At the one extremeu6teacher assiducnisly

conducted three reading groups on each of the days that I was present, while

another was much mote haphazard about their scheduling. On the other hand

the latter teacher was most rigorous in demarffding that spelling be given het

students each day. Over.a years' time, the differences in time devoted to

a given subject area - regardless of what the schedule book in the teacher's

desk indicated to the contrary--might vary enormously.

The stereotypical pattern followed by all of the six teachers was

predominantly the recitational one described by Heotker and Ahlbrand (1969). The

differenccs lay in the length of time for the interaction (reading is obvpusly

more protracted a recitation than arithmetic, but also in the degree of inter-

vention by the teache). In reading instruction the teacher intervened in

the process only when the student erred. The teacher then operates as a

"negative monitor" in reading, inteLupting to point out or deal with errors,

keeping silent during correct readings. Essentially, it is teaching"by

veto power.

Indeed, the teaching of reading may be 'primarily a negatively oriented

process that cannot be dealt with directly. This is because much of the in-

ternal processing required must occur in the student, not in the teacher, be

fore response or a set of responses to the printed, material can bp made.

The response that teachers did make to errors in reading by the children

(as opposed to these same students errors in arithmetic) can beroUghly clas

sifted and the result is interesting'. Reading errors are often met' with some



sort of non-"technicul,' non - "routine" response. Among these was the

very common remonstrance to the child to "look a. t:. word again', ov

Nome other rather hortatory responSo to him after the child had clearly

stopPed readinz.onally in Misentense and was looking at the word a'77:ain.

In ?.:eneral, I have: chosen to call those'teacher responses that do 'not

directly cite some rationale, or attempt to undertake a "search." plo7

cess that has a rationale underlying it, aS "irrelevant." By far the

greatest number of teacher responses-to Students in readin instruction

(and injact all of the "1anv_zai7;e arts" instruction) of this type..

This finding seems to indicate that third-ivadeteachers see themselves

li.rgely as motivators of the children and not, as the popular terms

has it, "instructional resources 'I

Not se in arithmetic instruction. Here the teachers observed .seemed::

far more able to folloW student'responSes with substantive responses,

particularly diagnostic ones in the case of errors. The teacher qua,

arithmetic teacher provides hints

Ann! "), cites rules

"loOk,'athe

.g., for"carryin"); as

ten's polumn

well as praising Correct.

,work more often than In readin The nature' of the subject itself,. as:

noted, allows, children to spend time a geed deal

work on problems than oral reading '1,'roups do.:

In terms of the icommonly used d_ohServational Measures.. such as

more profitably at

rr;landers, finaLand coriplete data are needed to:develop the differ7

epees, fount IndlVidual teachers. But it does, seem clear'-from,

the informal analyses made thuS far -that these wIthin-teacher differ-.

110 epees

such

are large enough to be tonsidere0s1.3nificant In other Words,

measures of teacher:behaviOr, that in the past have been 1.171 to

differentiate bets een teachers, can, based on the `results, of this Study'..,,



bp used to differentiate behaviors within a given teacher. The imzlica-

*ions of this' seem rather large, since variables like "teacher-talk,"

.criticism, praise, silence. and confUsion. accepts ideas, uses ideaS, and

so forth can be shown to be clearly dependent

'which the observations are being made. This,

elementary; teachers within this sample only:.

differences exist if one looks at teachers of

Ondary level (1967).

Conclusions.

on the curricular conte7A in

of course, is true for the

But Westbury 1-1F.::s shown Similr

different subjects. at the

It ray be tentatively concluded, on the basis of the field notes and

impressions by the investigator of the tape recorded data, that rather pro7

7sfound differences in teaching methodolop...ies, or more broadly, technolo:ries
,

).

ee evident if subjecmatterdifferences are attended to. The deree of

negativity and positivity of the teacher vary with the subject matter; so

does the particular manner in which the teacher responds to ."the students

as well as wherOn fact, she does7so. The Curricular materAalsHbein taught

seems also to 10d to observable and CodableHdifferenceS:ln agiVen teadh-

er s behavier. :Indeed-, those instruments Of'.observatiOn-the FIander!,

Interaction AnalyS18 measure, for example that haVe:been-widely used

differentiate.. betWeen:teachers

iris `consists

given elementary

that

and to prescribe What "goOd! or

to

'bad teach-

can be shOwn to differentiate the aCtivities-wi:thin

teacher,' thUs apparently. vitiating the former belief

quality of teachin could be,defined by ,teacher talk" or othe?-such

indexes.

second finiLn 'ol note is that time spent' on: the baSic :;object



matters of reading and

durfrtg this study were

might read a paragraph

arithmetic within the six classrooms observed

remarkably i.:- -tee: in one class a given child:

a day orally, while in another, one paragraph

a week was more the norm. Such Tarlations must certainly have an

effect on the amount of learning resulting. It is aesumed, and can

be fairIY well demonstrated that tithe, other things being equal, is

a sie;nifleant variable in learnin.

The reasons for this vast differential in time spent on various

Subject areas May be garndred from a reconition of the teacher's Per

tion in the self-contained classroom and from cored of, the Interview

data collected. The eleirlentary teacher controls an impressive amount

of the time to be spent during a given schdol day, while stilt opera-

tiw3 within certain broad, constraints. These latter are best thought

of as the overall expectations' that instruction

subjects will take place Sufficiently often for

in the basic` skill

the Children to ad.-

vance to some degree. But the means by which the teacher is trl

complleh this IS left to her discretion

for eyanple, noted that

in the, interviews, one teacher

She was averse to diteetAnstrUction in 'reading

preferring instead. to use "language artseit,' The resultin;. emphasis cen-

tered on vorkbooks, seatworke and other exercises that only pertially

met the childr nsl need to read extended pssages fro texts or ether

&Climes. On the 'other he_nd one teacher observed dealtwithmathematies

for but MinUtesdUring the week, but held long (4 5 minute) seSSIonse

of oral readingewith herethree groups daily. She noted in the interview,

that her children-needed all the practice 17eAdliiR* they could et Bile to

'lack of sUfficientsupport from their families. ,urely Such vast di.T

ferences: in instrUctiphat priorities eould only result in equally wide
.

differences in what the children in the two classes learned. But this

is yet to be measured; perhaps in the future it ,will1)student difference
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Margaret Beale Spencer.
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The attached dissertatiOn proposal contains the scope of the work completed

thus far. The theoretical framework for tha problem has been explicated

new measures have been designed, and both new and old measures have been

piloted and administered to 150 preschool children.

To date, all data described in the attached document have been collected

except for the ratingt on .the interpersonal behaviors of preschoolers, which

are it the process of being completed and returned by-the individual preschool

teachers. All protocols'except for the teacher ratings have been coded.

Several,observed:datatretds willbereportedat the end of the report.'

TheSe trends reflectotly a preliMinary in pectionof the data= not actual

data analyses.
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Prob1111,,I.

Therb.eiF.:ts a pmloity of r !...:search craz'ole taking ability ;tn.

-..eouv. and. _fiv...c1 .preschool ar4ed:ohildren. Thisconditlen'is:

most. tha ngi;ult 02.the as;..uwotian that littioo:7.1' nOac:tual.

relci ta!ting occ;:uz-s.s''prio to pliddle: ohildhod. The.position

taken is bel:::Ause'role taking iF.;. adevelople.ental

proent .during
imp;:ta.,-4t.fortho:HdeveAopmont of.

:.
(17'ug.1otodlv Arr:.-!3::61 and ,93)9 Apoth rOle

-ability and 6oncnpt: imno5:.tant

E;c1aal coalpetolQc!.,

resealtch the, ar6.:16f.prsonaIitY.
fovidci!c!adori has

th6.t raal Ei.*121tudes. by
E,nd

tar ifanyi b6tt'cin

o,na .solf in view...of.

(1971) e Enrzlearoh measux!e:oY:-

av,I-Irress.,7iJ.1 be ,..ibtained1n:ci.:71.1v1i.m.. CO c.tAXtpu.0,e

iii... '!r
to

dovelO13.1.il..mt; and in

an will 17,3 :rmdo to. (.!.linoat'i! rb:ca

ar.....,IselT.::1.4-3:1-1,;:spt-0.evr..-fpflont in oldv.A

:erytualrt,rmulation- nle-crinary mbtivatien'which-Fs.uicla

roearch aptly dl.-)Ecribd by.,(1.0.mund Gr.7rdr)n:

4

tha. of fAuct:-.).tm telad to bo

i,Lt..,Itr:!.(1.'in b-.road when z:cyrie t6

6duciationido alwa tc.7).-cc.,g):11:4ve.d.avalOpmant

i.t67.

Ar4'..the.,o'sult..'.o...suoh.f.?'.n..a-Dprbh.i.as..'sIagii'sted
bv IliBr.,2.1.i;c'ty.' 8v,:lAth..

. ..

;,,,_, ) --A.,-.. . % -.,..), ,,,c..... a l'r c -0 t. a a a a 0,, . :10. , ..,f .
a rift. rc....r,,,C; e:,

.

6u....te'to-'ft.:(3'Ar-,:ion:::?.scc)..RIptant
tflt2nb'-:)n,i.t.a.'..i.Jo.61.6ty,

."'Rbb,art W.',-,A*;-,6'.'has'

.
. . .

....,

, .. , .--
.

.
. . .

yr2:6 ",:e 71 liCirr ...i.7.).c`; Idly .on::: tne su L 7 30 i C,
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r.

dl:nriveriltholr-co?;.cpt3cothprisLog".competgfi!de f'.6-)m several 71:1-vor::.stg
David Russolit Rapa.00rt2.,and Biixot

c..7%roas Rotter....,,Schec:htSeyg)oure.
411. Saraso?4Ca.Rogr.!rsr. Eram'erch,, 'and randlAtm in ,110 porscn:::1-social

anCt L6wirl,) W,.:;.rnev.TbvIrston Witkinv Kohlboisg,.
Robct --d an f.th =::ac:; U.I.a4! .goe c

c:ogrition. and per.soilv.,1Iity.. ana
self c.bn::is.pt d'fxvo:Wp.mont we32.e well rop.:.:.osantd cpmponnts.

h reT, 1 BP c

P66tr..; and Coty.'...:11 (19:$.5) Cottnill (196)1, ,
. 9'

in f::nt,, that intprprsonal oi;f7.;f,.::ten:z.16: is 11-,..17..i!(A-
. .., Iw.lthout th.,9

6.on7cxD and'
onviro7fxnnts. 0,1f2orencEl sve..?Je>tfr,!,:.!.,i;eca in"

or- 11::: !1 Is -
6ey:.t,naci.1::.912,11,.,, tal.21.og

(1968),Htates. thatthe
of th:A..r62.o -ithemsaP'5.

1)32iy or gam.Lrx'clo:otain. attribli.t of aro'i..,r
cal:0:i::

abutc,s
uinionsaA

is estizin'te.
a

Z

othotyar,dhiS 'CrOT. 6vort.
thcoth6r or frc.wl.
T,4. use Saz.V1Ws

.

..=1.;6i.30::Y40.0,11zed 'Y only ...oart'bf

..

-

n L.". 111747 C% .: CI f.'1 41. f:

19.63)- _it:
th6 offor-c.2:

.-62at...,7

.,

4v1..±, c0:colr--Y
,'....,:autiitiL:v.m. .

TT ;:F;;i,,...ss

,
1,-e

,

dg

,:.i. , .,cti5t ucol-. obl. Q.......n lc1;.:

!.,.1),
.rn7r ?g:Ereat ;,1:1:1D;oz h:,i-- u He S.hc11.2. .

: ,-

H'....s:gc,contTicity as redi!itinfrcm ri:...irif.cil.,;:;...1.7,:it-. ften,:t.,,,..:,.:,
...i.mana±i7,1g ...F.f.6171:intt.1::a6tfi.on wit)).tc::-.(J:i:43.::, ITe 1-....,,Ii;i...H

( C?Ct c 2. L. : . ,

c ;

and: )
:

Child



porcpts and concpption'irli. the 14gh1; of.

eth's and by sbdoAnr4
hino6lf o2 his conitly.a. egoi.3fttrism..

19686.-p.I8 )

Dur:Ing there'.ave tWo of'social cognition.
reflec:t. different levels of role takin.gabilfi.ty,,

L7,,loognit:I.On of and sonfdti'lrit to d...1.:.grent

An 41-variet (vg settings. There -i a T:ei.,..,,,:oapprOc:Iatf.,.on

11. the of di..?':!,:ercmt other.

is2c5al'cui.:.(J.itions

and.GoPT62uhensi:..n of 'social rolos'.

that6u aI n fmles-ait'F and m ad e
roav'& In dif2oreDt situatnal.an0 'inte

1:1:?,DWEI what ex-ga:::ted of others and ri!el:C

in C..U(.)-r aircitheo xoet!tns
: dt t.s fio

in his
orly arecnitiQncar
but an

with hirs
It er

ac.tc:ount :ifor the .child. 's

tsIting ratkes b..:Ah the. vanipulation.of
shoUld.

be .frequen-i:. when er.;,:::lentricity is onth*.: ifloo15.?;.or Progrc-.1csiv,'e

thereft.ri...,1.s6ems to serve .

..tti during pro intet'ac;tionp a,nd has a-rQwerful.effect
thoway jn villoh the child views hixself.

Self Cc,nc.o.ot;

Cot-c.rE,11 ().969) cfinsiders th2 "rcae takir," pre)Ppi:s1,, as
csntml

TOI of The ho.nan f.,,,f:iquires the

rcsp.1,nns of thc! {.?,,;Dr to 1.15m own al..ts in. a INLy V1,. ; he can

res-pn,:i to he h:7.s perneiv(-A c.;-:..he.r rca.rpzind. In

this wo.y he:: 11;::::.o rile an objc:.e.r6. himsell. This viclw suggE.s;:si

the::, that one 17-AixcJe..i.ve his w.;.:i..7,rs and mc,r3.nIngs only

lrom t'ne resronse standn-iint of amy:,?1,er involv:A 1(1 i:;; interat.

Cottrell notes:

We literally do not 1!..n,./w what we are 6:ling; it

what c..r w.; arc ezcept in terror,: the

Of v:Jhers tha.i.; give in-.-.aning to our ay.tc.;

anci definG u-71 tf.;

(Cottrell 1969, p. 547)

COttrell's thecT2ifbing, thereYore, struci:nred on tho supposition

that is P. .0eflo:-.:_vr, produtA socJal

interatiti(=n, statess



or overt actevpke.
tho..r6'sponsps 6f

oth6n...., to th..7,e z4::ts, he
ac-3 a t3olk. Sot -2;mr-..:

al,-; we th5..s is the only vny is a.,.:).(4i'vad..

(Cottre)2, 19692: T,.:).48).'

t...1(..!

self f.1:VB.1.4'.'M as having a,c.:110. '

as 3.::)rvingr..i.E...

it.slrves

kl&
w1116h human'

filytom clvedvo. rt-;mone

is .

both
t:')at Vole

wit4 ria!4et

thi-.,.t

integrRte:d:

a
tr,

Xv). Trlagey..., 0" - ". .:

..,11;Dnalvx,:.51utio]a therg

and tl..e.'extar..n.a2.
attabefa.to.a.personli21:.

.

a ''SO:...17r

.

i4.11.1:;h:oct.0xo in ooci.:,;.1.'Anterac,:tIon

(16centariTng-,.:,t}.-ie:

roI:4; rhIch tha.

from Th1.12:s t7:: of'Ha

- - -

osuth.:PLzFies

anc..7t'fa.l..1:ur.c..,:f
:, ,- ,.. ..

sOlx
3_14.10.11,141-14..,A4...117::1.1

- .
, -

:c:I.o1'v.il.'s.t.-:4-::n.,Israrnin.thacomr::allen.,29..:6,1::

111 ac:1$.1on'.:

vi.;...nyslc::::).A.pi)jc..o.. as'

PitiIts.-:and2).-i..cedboz-xrom7;:hs:

In ;11).ggeT.:,.t....-t;hi...t.

the, cievasta-c!-ng th-

ar,..c.c j .
i'L *a:11 0 r nt,0-

pt'apriac,haviors towithHilegive..f6e.6back

Tb xatarreiatecas.cif:,both;JelfJ6nceDt

.61..)t,Alc.,:cl from

u t;t::.i.T..1iclat ion



identi.nction.an0 rat.e.Conoeiclisness have be:..)n 2,aggeted.
1.):1ftho a. part.of. larger pSychological urocesseo'.

idenification ilas,ticen.c.rumed tO bo indiCative or
niss of s61f.'-Research ha$ att.f:mpted to vAlew 1 negatIveracial

..
attitude's: in .black children si.).sest a lack ofracepride,Race.
prt.d6 .fl..1nciovis to bol2ter Or.ci'.F.; self ropeet to exalt one's
c.e.1f.poncepticin, 1.-theY:e(:;earher

empric:al ott:;:dle pn raceawaTenfl:sF2.'an,a yovng.

children -have .1D,.1:envr:A.jler ca7,:.pful'initheirinerTAations of th6
1'innnc,.theeviewc.;7; of the, litsraturo havc becm the n61-.:t blatantH

Yhe of n16 that.
efrthibi C. .1:2v.s.j2e7.enc6j fer the color-whiteand

l.'

y, oo1:'o7,:. housing, ?...,Dproz.d:::'cl2.122 and rols
Robdi-sonClark

4..ad-Cia1.k.,Oc.-.)dmanet, cited in ST.36nee.11970; :ail'. G 19.71)..

this; becnvdrY i1` +Hc1J'1'e7..Oca.v.1,-1' .-th6t'

ef'onpirca-6ata
scIfconc:cipt. andr.a.c.4.zi.attittide.IT:eatuF: the.

ThiFttyp6..ry2
Lttween aL "tF.'..: 62-, ands:A:Z. e...-.)nript-devc;:lc....ront...

St1:1;'Aies'ty (1952)-1,Tau,..ailnanand DahlstreJS(4960.T,'ERcc-..,.cinbbrg

.1,1971) F,ugge,..:.,:t that have.7psitive
F.2...conbcyrto,altho,..;.gh mal'ke prefcxenee
celors.

n:view of the LI.0..1,..erocent, rosearz:klp itir3 felto
nt,71reaIn.7:;h:pa$t

...oilo
t 5, E. C.:. 7.

chtp.bet.weeri.raCia attj.tudeq.a-f:1 oelf ecncep'.dvz.:1.,01,Dment,,.

..:: ..

mi:,',.,,.....,....,...;:...:,:: ",..,.....,..,,q,..- ;!..1,',..;..... ..T..i-Plei..'-c, °-Ur vl-..."-.-1;';''I'''''.'At4. .";:41"
.: J......tcl.:p.1.-L4j.k.::::,c,...t ...lot......,./.s. tJilvAiip:...1.........4.,,:-Q;J,:".!:!-;0vid.a..14.....!.,.:!,.....,.... c.,...,:a ...i::A....,

inteTr6.1:51tan,..?-..:3$. Thrc..,-orei'c...1-ithe..1-2s..iF.4..6.r.t1-ieiileas...lyPesented

tho_isfa,..::...1-'13..-s,3o271s LmDortarittoexplore o6i2e.:calclIA66s.PfHVi,iriabl(:
. .

.
. :."..

. .
.... o. .............,..,.....:..4............-,-,.....e......Z.Z.,.......L...,,,..........:;;,,%".

. .:.
. . , . . . .

Onemajor'Hfcoup-oTths-..-:prosod'.8tudy-rinvolves.,theevc,luticin--:
ef.th':"..sel.in.....the6621-.8e-of-:6cial-int6raCtioni-nd.9,ssuggeted.H.,.
by'Cott7o,.1.and 0ther,r,11.1.-Teentatic..0,,the:synbolleAntex'actiCTIA,.st.
tni,i,:dition:sizece.asful-,..1..nt....cper'tioy).1kelatiensA5I'doi)c.71(16vt. 4_1706n.role,.

.talzinge,b.ilit. ',..ItA:2.e.vm-:',:i.isefuithen.,...to,-D..nve'stip'-i.te -sTIG65facallITY-, -,
'.16i.,17:::.0.ict..s.1.?41it,of.6"..(f,:CtinCe-i'.)t f5...-PiiiHY-oa.e.tb.ki:rabil..ity, n.

...',adrait2elli;:.:.baz..,,:4 cn-thc,:preViou.B.'id6s..it'scemo.expedient..-co .:7,.7,1210:ie.:-

the.:reltt,ionf.,lhip:Cf:inter'berspn,,..LIfbehavior-and sp6i7:ACograti-On,'
Th6n-,-.)fOte 7:-,kls-firEit.'clilter.-ofvf.:rir,Coli.l'socialCognition:1:_lolfi.

......

conoett, and intorperop.flf..?.1 behL,,.vflorYaiIol:,....s.'716.t6,v,$:i.z. speoil'16.tliAe13''
.-- ...tions,an.a.,....to.geno-i.mta.hyctheQesfoone mjaor...focdf.Li bf.,.the li;:ppbba6

thui.:!,'y.,H SPCLA..cok.:niticiiisadev1Pp.mntal.D.AnCiAbn in need,of..
explora'76ipn 1.-lith-131c1.7:cbile,.ren., DiferencGs-invOa tas.in.biiity.'s. . ,

therefore-ae-eNtiec-cecTi.-betwoz-a.the..four and.- filfe.,y:;:a.f.7.,01d8part1..- -'

e.i..pa,.1.nz1' 'In- -Gila .s(uay.!

A zeeenclclilster:Of variable.st..1qhieh ....;:,'epresent1:1. the-secendAraljoZ.,

foc7usioefthe13r6pciseeI st1.1dy..InvOlvesthc,i relatics,rqhip,.-Of.thefpilew-

ing...9.ria"13162.,tO.eadh other.1.- celf cohtetit.F.::aciaI,..attitudoof; and.race



in view o1 tho on raolal attAtude."
-..2orr.ilation prescoolers whii...41HcOncluetet; titat-su6h..attituder...1.,
infer l';.;e1.1hatreaand.riegative.self cb.:16optioni. 'it seems.. noo'6,,,....sarY
t0 Hmaf14...,..a both var-1ables onthe sane childron inordor to state
clearly the 61 'iA y..clationshi.r., betVfeen racial attitudes and.
0elf.conopt devolopment. Pilot wo.1:.k by this v4riter in....Cacti,"
ii3ust12,.:-.1tha both ylegatiVe and positive xaciaIattitudos are

tO p?..-,-,:Fif.....hoolors with 'pouitive selfconcoptc;.
baoausa has-suggested-that sOolal cia2s.is

imDortantocmonentpf solfoonoe.ot (Por:ter4, 1971) ndthat thorse
cog:,.1-.1.7,ano:F..o:::' color (1J..-.1.:1c1Tono.cio...it

s.-oaoifically the relationhipof sc:;if.eoncept.to
As the last queot:ton of this seoond.Oluster oj7

varial.12o;-.;.., the at
.

" fat-_,ti,.--R.o..-tor (1571Y state. that racial'
interprting racialprefer.

Siw! problenof vaiiditythat
n.abate whotho2),,T.sreZerence ohoioss are aotual racial.

attitUd62.61. 'arc) barz..a:a...on

Clu.:::tE:r thr..,..00ntanin& the and. importaiAHtariables";
.alloW7-; uo to avesto.:1 tho

aloncf withrole al'ad tothb/i
, .

:20.61,7oen C11:181:;(21.3".

be e:e1:..(;-,-..ct,jd conoevit.'aS a .trariable is -ore:E,,ent..
Civ.stbrs. Juotsucha.relationhiDrriayba.:

i..ewtork(1968). and Torter"(19?1) who
bothlaw,,AiJi..!ss' ofracial diffrenceisHand.et-alvatie:Te6lints

gouts.6.....cx4r -in tile OcurSe interactionv af.4.
pre4-7.):o1.1....ILyo.c,st;r1bed..social.cognitiu.o..aiso ovolves dura.ng

childnooci.. In cAle in4;eracttioil p;:lera...The
ralationhipl.,therafoter;

A-roIat16118hipl.mtween..rdie eility..and" verbal ability
wilibc..c,.xpidredolnce each, involvot:4 an

diff6enCes, in conceDt.,..7.mcial
attfttue.,.and.raoe.avearanaF.,!s-are exteted clue .to ..9ES.ef2Cots'.HN

racial'attitudeS.cinciL
...s;.=7,:o.12.:.4.3.ccinces.,..-oc,ssxialc,...,,,,-..,'..6.1.fxere-,Icesvilibefniarained.

SpacifiAially'sonalf..the117t-,ei.--1.bure.Cor.lc.i.uaosthatl)edgiutia'
..i.m.y.,orte.ntfor-7-c4rIg then fo.,- boyar: girqs.,

I:e.7.11.'...ro-aw:lx:..;:of..racte.and:itl:1!(1.,valuavi.on...liovevr:0 no ij1.16h.

ditfer...Ei',7-4.1'J-....Tore:f6-/Oiby".this..'writeT..-.1n..a-maser'.E..; -papal".

thiEithir&-ciluster-'1AI:t. be: pc.,siAble.tonjs.
InHthii3

cnnool1111-...y. dixler.1n..z1f.clal
2E,5.1,-ar"0.J3)d-0.ORtio.h1. which-have beer'i.mplicatad.

pOssib16-'6:.0:.ta trends."e: investigated'.



S t ?..USIt *PoS' VA) s)

1, =.:.:1.rel...*to in' *Ole cours(1.1 of GIr

p.n6 suc;ooc.s.0?.1 soc:A;,a intel^aetion with peors
ta.k.ing thorefoTe.1 oelf

2hoiald be p.1'.'ed.letivo Y:rom rolo:t.ing ability.

4: :j ..r interDrooral
Interperbonl competence should

be firedietive from role taking bility (socialcOgnitIOn).

.`-ti... .f;: oe.m.:ro:::!n the of,
frem

. ,a docAopmganl ano.

ar LN
Cd'Io : n. ti;.1e two

to. ejuster J.

!,S ex.peeted

atti.;:xes '

.';;:Tfare--117.*::?.s i. e7.-:..oted

o c; 1.t It e y r Diat ed

G.1.

NINrin 3.;77.:Y011-(1" "*:-0
.

Id0 lustr hre':-;;1.,ariableo)

Role tking-al.1...13..ty.and race aWar..,,1/2.ess areexpf36ted..t

An. intlleeJt.I,Ve.viroeeso..isrelated

should bs
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OBSEUTID -DATA .TREND:-3; .

There seems to he a relationship between role taking ability and verbal

ability. .:Children who do well on both roletsking tasks, also do Well on

the cabody Picture Vecabulary:TOt. Being a developmental function, rAignificaut

differences eAst in the obility to role take between four and fiNe year

olds.

A MU-linoar or. at least:a zero correlation.e,dsts betweon 'self concept

scores (1,11.a.rtic=ial atItl',e scorvi,. That i5 c:aildron.yay-have both -positive

self ceUepts and rictive racial attitu,Jes. This seems to be the Case:for

racial attitude scor.s and both Self concept measures (the Thom .s v..na the

The-majerity of the children are.avArc of race as a social 'category,

and when askeTtOVE::rbaliZereaSous for their racial closifications,:many

are able to:verbalize:race as the reason for:the Sorting pattern. There Js

a group of children who "refuSe" to:Sort.lT Voen asked to do So..

One may' assume that, the chil(lren find race 'Lo' be very anxiety provoking.
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Appondik

The ,Preeeheelee

Prescheol A: This privately owned preschool/grade school is
owned and oeerated by a mother-daughter pair who are also certified
public school teachers. The four and five year old groups are in
sepaeate olatureoms and a taught by certified teachers. There
are 23 four year olds and 35 five year olds. The school: although
not rieldly structured utilizes r highly euthoritarlan disclrlinary
style. The buildire itself is rele.tivelY now although lacking in
decoe.ations. There are separate rooms for arts and crafts; reading
(a librarer)s and music. There is one teacher's aid for the 4's and
two teacher'e aids for the 5's. There is no regular free play, period
for eAther gree-o although there aro perleds set aside for dancingG
museot, and arts el crafts instruction. The tecowners are also teachers
at the sohool and except :or field trips!, are always in the building.
All ths teachers ere biack except One grade school teacher. Soma of
the help are eh to (the cook and the person .rho takes attendance
at the front door) . None of the teachers could be deeeribed as
oveel..y earm ted affectionate. Their main concern is each child's
aoadeeree achievement.

Precchool B: Th owner of this school is also the teacher for
the fevo,year olds. Tha preschool is loce.ted 'in a large three-storee
feeent buildire. It is cur, clean, and is extremely brieht
with ol:aorfull-y a:s.r.gor2Zuilthtin bc1.1)-6- dieplayeng ene eneleven's wore.
Althouee, net a certifiee public school teacher, the owner is the only
teacher there with some college trainire. She personally trai ne and
supervises her staff, aeel requires that thoy attend seminars on pre-
school education when thee. are available. The discipline style
would be classified a mainly demoeratic and only oecasesionally
authoritarian. DIrs. T'e feelines aee that ehe is concerned about
"the whole child- both hie emotienal and cegnitive growth". All
of the teachers and children here are black, There are 31 four and
five year olds who are en separate groups. There are approxivately
60 childeen in all. Unlike' the other,preychools, there is very little
aggrezeive behevior exhibited by the children The teachers ar re wcm

tand acconcerned about 'the children's needs; this is very obvious.
It is the most unll lit, well organized: bell equipped, and cheerful
of all'six preschools. The day is well organized and structured zit
time alloted for free play.

Preschools C and. D; These two preschoolo are owned by the same
person although two blank::: distant of each other. The owner is not
on the premises daily, therefore, each has its own director. reh
are very eimilar in physical condition beirg bath brizht and the
Each has has an enrollment of 20 to 25 four and fiveeear olds and
an approximate total population of 40 to 45.

The lirectors at both centers are black, although there is one
whits eeoher v residenee at each of the schools. There are ona
or tee .aite children at each of the schools. At neither school
doss ens white teacher teaeh tha children participating in the study.
As ras the oboe at preschool 3, the disciplinarian style is mainly
democratic. There are structured activities with time apportioned
for free play. There are no college trained teachers at either sohoo
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P:. e School E A3.thour,_71:1 lacking So newhat in color and decorations
this p.7."(1..:c.!-ioo.:. c.r,,ad by e.1,erlf /4'»fia.a who al;Jo -i,eaches .tne.
older (k2.ndore,ar-ter.) group of ehildron. As -was the with vrer.
school: 1V's owncyr/tsachert: 'this o:Inr has 'had sonic co3.1eir,e

continues her collei,re training the ever.lngs. She and
.heia staff also atterid seminstrEl wIlen. available on preschool education...,
The owners 'of P;:eschools By D and E es.ch other-from attending:
these semin13..'S i llra. 5.nstitutw:4. Trowel/ere,. in addition tho .owners
of preschools B and E e.re 'very good friends and de...,cribe their schools

structurr.,:c.: at.:nd opera.t.ed 1.7er;.,7 Tho:ce are .25 follr
and f;17.ro olds at this school .with a totf.-.0.. number of s.Dr.,ro:zivrately
50 in The diSc,iplinariat.n style Eeems less deracc.re.t.:),..;.
than 13, .C and ID and .more a),Itilor..itEtrie,..a.' She is also
concerned with "1;.ht:: whole r:hild" so 5::h.e. foels that she raus.t

'them for a very "real" world..

Ft This 2ehr.3o1 'is located two doors -(plus a ntzu..To.1.,:
drivew,:.y) from prFist-.....h.00l E. Iielver27... might just :IF, If/all:have
located in a diffc,!reAlt cou.ntr7/7. Th.c., owner Is residen.ce.
howev;n:- doss rot hove e. x.-egular The prt.r.,solleol is crowded

dirilly lite. lacks 'deeorD.tions,,, and is disorganized. This'
center would be 1710:17e- accuratc:34,-,' tiesc.,"-I.bed as day care .:rfacility
concernecl- with o*Dly the bs.'c..c.! p.1-1rsl.c.a.-.1. needs of .-e113.1c1:1.-en. There
is little or no z4t-te....-nrit .at clovelopi-og cognit5.-..r.,. skills. In fact,:-.--
there x little effort e.imed at m.:.ti:cltstir.king crder-c e:toept for a. -):ew
sper*.dic o.ttempts. The style of clisciziline decid.erily laz.ssefz-
faire. T tAI:-.11ty f0 1.1Y,'. 'and -year 111:2,131cied in the
:from this-oenter. 'It:tore are a.prero:-iim::.:.tely.. children'enrolled
tile cer.ktea.-. All teachers a.1.1.3. children. are blv.olt.- . At all of

e-Jccc..N.-iit for 5_un,cht5..m.E. E-1. d the children are engf,;?!.,-ced.
free activities. This is vi oray preshoo3. the

tf.1.21.ers std Tills -the only center :parti.cipat-ing
in the stu6.yv the children s.re. virtually l'runni-fig"
the oe:ritc,..x.
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